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YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSFOR OVER HALF A CINTURY

Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon,• May 9, 1946

PAPER

E MEN SUPPLY
High School Talent Gives'V
APRIL DRAFT LIST
An Excellent Performance
In "Showboat" Tues. Nile

Funeral Service
Mrs. Barnett Sat.FoifFAMILY

PORTRAIT
TO BE GIVEN ON
COLLEGE STAGE

STOPS AT EXPIRATION Di

v w. A V I ; NO.

19

33 Murray High School Students Will
Receive Diplomas On Friday, May 24

Mrs. Amy Barnett, age 72, died
Friday at a local hospital. Funeral services were held at Mt
'Pleasant Church, near Hazel. Saturday. afternoon with the Rev.
-•
Franklin Paschall in charge. Burial
Five men, three of them en- was in Mt. Pleasant cemetery.
Mrs. Barnett is survived by four
listed men; filled the last call for
- April from the local draft board step-children, three sisters, Mrs.
Aghen, Mrs. Lula Paschall of
April 30, according to Mrs. Mari
Marie Polly
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Morgan of
Puryear. Miss Mary Parks, Paris;
The
closing number, "Settle Neale, secretary.
Benton, a son. born May 7, weight
brothers,
,,two
and
Parks,
Wiley
Those
leaving
April 30 were: •
Hymn of the Republic," arranged
Thirty-three seniors of Murray
7 pounds, 5 ounces.
The young people of South
Hazel, Route 2, and Jeff Parks, 'Garnett H. Jones, son of Mr. and
Telius James Haneline
by Fred Waring, and given by the
High School will receive diplomas
Mr.
and
Pleasant Grove Church met with
Mrs.
Dewey
Shultz
of
Nashville.
e
Pt's. W. G. Jones of Vine Street.
William Arley Jones
mixed chorus, was a beautiful endin the commencement program to
Those who enlisted were:
bliss Maurita Morris, daughter of Faimington Route I. a son. born be conducteik in the school audi- their pastor, Bro. A. G. Childers,
ing. The voices were beautiful.
SINGING WILL BE HELD AT Lel Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Morris` of May 3. weight 9 pounds, 7 ounces. torium Friday evening. May 24, ac- Sunday night, May 5, to organize
Thomas Edwin Roberta
'Showboat,' the third annual
Mr. and Mrs: E. M. Godwin of cording to W. Z. Carter, superin- the Methodist Youth Fellowship.
LOCUST GROVE NEAR KIRKSEY South Sixteenth Street, Master Bill
Billie Joe Jones
production given by apiCHI
Buchanan
Route 4, a daughter, born tendent of the school. Included in The following officers were elec1,1111liam
Lawrence
Barrow,
young son of Mrs, Mavis
proximately
75
Murray
High
ted:
Six men went to Louisville
A Mother's Day program at Lo- *arrow of 203 North
School students, was received TuesSixteenth' May 4, weight.6 pounds, 13 ounces. this number are four veterans of
Hampton Erwin, nresident: Joe
--Monday in answer to the pre-in- cust Grove Church, one mile north Street; and Miss Betty Shroat, 'Mr. and Mrs. Paul Morton of World War II. Dr. Ralph Woods,
day night by an appreciative audiTom Erwin, vice-president; Mary
duction call made by the local of ICrksey, will be given Sunday daughter of Charles D. Shroat of Lynn Grove, a daughter,
ence that packed the auditorium
born president of Murray State College,
The public is invited to Route 2. are among the Murray May 7, weight 6 pounds, 12 ounces. will deliver the, commencement Jo Erwin, secretary and treasurbeyond
seating
capacity.
Miss
Delmus I Dee) Stone, 66, died at draft board. They were:
er; Hilda
McCamish, publicity
J. W. Nichols
students taking parts in the ColMary Elizabeth Roberts, head of his home near Harris Grove Tuesaddress
Miss Sarah
Outland,
chairman Mrs. Mavis McMamish,
Joe Pat Carraway
Singing will be conducted by the lege production of "Family Porthe music department, directed the day after a two week's illness. He
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. C.
junoir superintendent; Mrs. Louise
Lelon Max Farley
Tue;:er and is wife, and trait" on Thursday night, May 16,
production.
Outland will give the valedictory
is the last' of his immediate famJames, junior counselor; Mrs. BesSam Bruce Overcast
arof.sor Edwards and his wife.
The staging sews appropriate, the ily, three others having died since
in the college auditorium.
oration; and
Miss Bettye
Jene
sie Thomas, Mrs. R. L. Cooper.
Transfers:
'he p.ogriuri is being sponsored
lighting was skillfully
manipu- Oct. 23, 1945.
Outland, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Taking 'as its theme the Master's
Mrs. Raymond
Story, -program
• William Ted Atkins
•
..)y Mrs. Charlie Watson. Mrs. Bry- own
lated, the costumes were attractVernon Outland will deliver the
words. "A prophet is not withJohn P. Stone, a brother, died in
committee.
John Thomas Rule
Ian Staples, and Mrs. Carl Usrey. out
ive, the showmanship and per- October, Mrs. Gertie
salutatory
address.
harior, but in his own country,
Williams
The Youth Fellowsrep will meet
formances were dxceptional for
The baccalaureate sermon will
arid among his own kin, and in his
sister, died January 14, this year,
every Sunday night at 7:30 o'clock.
school
high
students. The whole and the other sister,
, be given in the First Baptist church
own house:: Family Portrait is
Mrs. Alice
Everyone is invited 'to attend.
program showed continuity and Lassiter, died
1Sunday evening, May 19. The
an - imaginative reconstruction of
January 25.
careful coaching.
minister,
Rev.
Sawyer,
B.
will
B.
that house, of that kin. and an inThere are 11 nieces and nephews
The program might be classed
give the address.
terpretation of them in terms of
surviving. He was a member of
in three divisions: music, drama,
everyday living. Although Jesus
The names of, the graduates aria
and mechanics, because there were the Coldwater Methodist church.
does not appear in the play, it is
Funeral services were held at
the names of-their parents are:
definite
interpretations of each
the
story
of Jesus seen through the
•
Calloway Fiscal Court met ues- doll Patterson, Attorney Joe H.
that united to make' the whole. 2:30 p.m. Wednesday at Goshen
eyes of His family and their friends.
The soft coal strike has affected Allbritten, Genie
Wednesday morning's topic of con- with the Rev. H P.. Blankenship day and ,heard the regular ached- :Weeks. Prentice j.assiter, school
Rudy Allbritten,
ule of business. All magistrates suPerintendent; Magistrates, W. A.
In the Murray production Miss this community by reduction of the
versation hung around the appre- bringing the message.
203 East Poplar
and members of the court were Patterson, Gatlin Clopton, Allison Bobbie Riley of Paris, Tenn.. por- passenger train service, cutting the
ciation of the sellout that would
prevent.
Willoughby, W. C. Robinson. C. E. trays the difficult role of Mary. daily schedule by one half, accord- Anderson, Joe Pat
recognize and give opportunity of
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Moody en- Erwin, L. N. Moody, and M. G. Garnett Jones appears as Simon, ing to local NC & St. L. officials.
Orville Anderson
expression to the various talents as
tertained the group at a luncheon Potts.
one of the brothers; Miss Maurita Beginning last Monday. only two
203 South Sakai
did the Thursday night's entertaintrains
are
going through Murray.
at a down-town restaurant Mr.
----Morris appears as Naomi. wife of
ment. It was noticable that the
Blalock, Anneva
NO SCPPLEMIINTI
Joseph, another brother: and young The train No 105 going north arMrs Frances Armstrong. 72, died Moody is county treasurer.
event included most everything
Parvin Nelson Blalock
rives
here
at
2:23
p.m.,
and
the
present
Those
were:
Judge
Pink
There
no
is
supplement,
Bill
Barrow of the Training School.
taught in the school and used a of a long illness Wednesday night.
317 North Seventh
train
going
south
stops
in
Murray
Curd,
Mrs.
Mary
Williams;
Lester
Heroes
War
World
II, this
appears as Daniel,, son of Simon.
variety to make the numbers ap- Sheeresided at the home of her sisBrown, James Max
Charles Stephen Cone, the four
week. The next issue will
Miss Betty Shroat plays the part at 2:18 pm
pealing to all and inclusive of ter. Mrs. George Shelton. Route 6. Nanny, clerk; Mrs. Gaynell WillJames F. Brom n
year old son cif the Rev. and Mrs.
lams,
deputy,
clerk; Sheriff Wenprobably be next week.
of Esther. Joseph's daughter. InShe was the widow of George
many students.
204 S. 15th Street
W. B. Cone, died shortly after he
WASHINGTON. May' 1-- -Secrecluded in the cast of 35 are Irene
The skits were a feature of the Armstrong who died in 1927.
was struck by an automobile in
tary of the Interior Krug said to- Butterworth. Jeanne
Funeral
services
Gardner
will
original,
be held
and Marvin Prince
evening
They were
of day the soft coal strike probably
Murray
iturday afternoon.
Dr. A. D. Butterworth
Benton; Charles Stamps/Charles
clearly spoken, and well acted_ One this afternoon at 4 o'clock at PopCharles was sitting in his fathNorth 14th Street
103
necessitate
a
will
return
warof
Henson, Harold Garland and Jackcould not expect a beta& perform- lar Springs with Bro. Lloyd Wiler's automobile near the corner of
time coal rationing even if the Boggess. L. B.
son Wolfe of Murray: Joe Fitch and
unce frdm adults than was that Of son reading the final rites
Fourth and Poplar streets about
miners return to work soon.
Sidney G. Boggess
Surviving Mrs. Armstrong are a
Lela Provo of Paris, Tenn.
Alice" played by James
"Dear
4:30 p.m. Saturday waiting for his
The strike has caused such •a
South 13th Street
Smith. Joe Hal Spann, Joe Pace, step daughter, Mrs. Will Joanfather to run an errand nearby.
.--deficit in the fuel supply, he said
aaa pat akadexisia, *No isica_atese4 eara. Mayfield, area.ai faster deualatC'els
riperdie Ellen
..
When he saw hi 4444feturning.
that its ottects will be felt tor
'13tirdup'
Favors
Raising
—"twee
trv,
--41firs.
Reba
bY'Wl'Ille
:Glow
t
Reed.
Peduatiti...
alelugin; "Tailor Made"
he juniPed from the - ear and startmany months. He foresaw a re5;
Route
a
step
son,
306 orth 6th Street
HAZEL—Rex Watson, principal;
Connie Arm- School Tax to $1.50
Hopkins. Jimmy Klapp, and Terry
ed across the street without lookturn
to the ration system to disstrong,
Murray, sisters. Mrs. George
Cormon Parks. agriculture; Mrs.
Grant; "Drama Interlude- draIn Next Meeting
V
ing for approaching automobiles
tribute next winter's supply as Crawford. Janice B
Louise Jones. Mrs. Geraldine MyV
matically played by MASS Wilma Shelton, Mrs Joe Grogan, Route 3;
Mrs. Mary Lamb. 90 years of age, equiably as possible.
Charles B. Crawford
and was struck by a car driven by
era,
Mrs.
David four brothers. Roy Barnett. Tom
Estelle
Erwin.
Lovins and Bill Rowlett
Miss
died
at
her
home
Street
Olive
681
near
The Calloway County Board of
Concord
Harde man Hendon. Those who
Under rationing. deliveries to
Anne Walker. Miss Modest Bran- Wednesday night.
Lyons. Billy Furgerson, and Joe Barnett. Ernest Barnett. of this Education met Monday and elect
_
witnessed the accident. expressed
dealers would be limited to prob- Dunn. Luther I..
Farris were contributors to clever county, and Dick Barnett, East teachers for the coming year. The don, Mrs. Carmon Parks, Mrs.
She is survived by five daugh- ably 80 per cent of their normal
Luther L. Dunn
the tragedy as unavoidable, acPrairie, Mo,
numbers.
ters. Mrs. Earlie Manning
members are in favor of raising Frances Pinkley.
Mrs. purchales, and they in turn would
cording to reports.
905 West Poplar
It is unusual to find a proKIIII: KSEY—J. H. Walston, prin- Flora Webb, Paris: Tenn., Mrs. distribute the reduced supplies to
\,/ftle school tax to $1.50. and action cipa
The child was carried to
Farmer, Janette
nounced musical talent in one so
Mrs. J. H. Walston, John 1 Rhoda Manning, Routce'3. Mrs. Eva their customers.
will be taken to that effect June
where he di
aboutCed
•,
Ilinc
Farmer
Carol
John
young as Jerry Williams. He gave
20, according to a statement made Brinn, William B. Miller. Mrs. Lo- Bell and Mrs. Florence Classere
hour later. Reports showed WI •
A law making it a crime to conSouth 4th Street
ixceptional vocal and trumpet soTacoma.
Vaasa.;
rene
McCage.
three
Mrs. Lillie Farris,
Wednesday by Prentice Lassiter.
sons, Tay spire to halt public utility services
he suffered , lung injuries, broken
los and assisted the entire cast in
. Mrs. Emma Darnell. Miss Hallene Lamb, Henry, Lamb, Murray, ancil wae Proposed by Senator Lucas Hart, Ann Vae
superintendent.
ribs, and other internal wounds.
Mrs.
Hart
`Vac
C. A. Griffin, age 78, a native
ase Lassiter also stated that Smith, Miss Johnoie McCallon; Charlie
the performance. "Blue Heaven",
Lamb, Cottage
Grove, , (Datil.) as the capital watched for
The body wits carried to Apex.
South '4th Street
a vocal number given by Misses Callowayana died at his home in after he had talked by telephone Mrs. Margaret Greenfield.
Tenn.
—
N. C. for burial services. Accoma White House move to end the
Hazel Hood, Janice Crawford. and Chiefland Fla . April 22. Funeral with Mark Godman, director of
Hood, Barri Anna
She was a member of the Hick- strike, now in its sixth week.
panying the Reverend and Mrs.
LYNN GROVE—Baron Jeffrey,
Janette Farmer, was exceptionally services were held Tuesday, April division of supervision, this week. principal;
Richard Hall Hood
Cone were Cord Rushing, Mr. HenHilton Williams. Mrs. ory Grove Chuttakef Christ. The I Secretary of Labor Schwellen23. at Trenton, Fla., and burial he entertained a hope that there
prelty, and so were the girls.
Mel Carr Avenue
ill be held to- bach discussed the crisis for more
don. and Mrs. Cone's sister.
Buron Jeffrey. Mrs. Ann Woods, funeral and burl,,
There were surprises all through was in the city cemetery.
is a chance of retaining Faxon and Mrs. Mavis McCamisha Mrs. Celia day at 2:30 in the Fergerson ceme- than an hour with President Tru- Kennedy, Mary Jane
Reverend Cone is pastor of the
The message was received Mon- New Concord schools another,year.
"Showboat" in unexpected talent
Elm Grove .Baptist church.
William Radford Kennedy
(Continued on Page 21
He
Crawford. Mrs. Dulcie Mae Doug- tery.
as was the number "Personality" day by Mrs. Nina Crouse. sister of
Gardie Lassiter. New Concord, las.
and his family came to this churgai.
302 North 6th
Griffin.
featuring Bill Parks. and _singing Mr.
chairman of the .board. presided
last fall. They have a baby sdn
COLDWATER .Mrs Eva Fuqua,
Lovins, Wilma Jo
Besides Mrs. Crouse, he is sur- over the Monday's meeting Other
and dancing a pretty background
two months old.
Mrs. Lucille Potts.
Willie Otis Loehr:
were Misses Jeanne Butterworth. vived by another sister, Mrs. Ida members present were: F. B.
DEXTER --Mrs. Alex Smith. Mrs
Lyons. David
Hazel Hood. 3o Anne Hendon, Ja- Downs, Route 4; three daughters, Crouch, Lynn Grove, Lee Donel- Etna
Hendon.
, Ira Lyons
nette Farmer. Phyllis Farmer, Mary Mrs. Vera
Boone. Miss Thelma son. Kirksey. R. P. Brandon. Hazel,
INDtPENDENCE -- Kenton
1105 Main Street
Griffin, Miss Elms Griffin, and one Carlos Roberts, Almo, and SuperJane Kennedy.
Woodall.
Moore Colleen
'talent came to the front in the stn, Kenton Griffin all of May- intendent Lassiter.
PLEASANT HILL
COI / —Mrs.
Robert Clayton Moore
solo numbers of seventh-graders _- field.
The following teachers elected Pauline Ratliff.
Homemakers Clubs and Individ1104 Sycamore Street
Miss leichie Fay Mart gave a Joeual members took an active part
key interpretation' in song and
—
in salvage driVes. collection of Morris, Martha Evelyn
dance of "Kentucky-. and Leroy
James R Bail,
is president ef
Polly sang his vi rsion of "Is I
the Owensbotro Jaycees. having
countries. and Red Cross contrigotta Go To School, Ma."
been elected without opposition on
"there is no way to measure the butions and sewing. The outstand- MeCage. Johnny Edaard
Miss LaVora Holland plugged her
Johnny Eduard Vic
( ale
April 12 He is the son of Mr.
ing county citizenship projeet was
influence
and
good
work
of
a
brother's composition," "Lately,"
anda.2drs, H. B. Bailey. and has re510 South 11th
the sponsoring Of the rest room for
Homemaker's
Club"
'was
the
statewhich called for an encore.
lice6tly
returned from
overseas
men in the court house Through Ore Bobbie Sue
ment made recently by a state exprogram
waao
e Others on the
Frances Laverne Orr
duty.
solicitation
and
rummage
sales
the
pert
in
a
meeting
at
. Lexington.
Played solo parts were: John D
His picture appeared
in the
"Wi
'
at Main
'Filet is a true statement of the clubs collected over t1,000.00 for ,12
Phillips, Miss Bobbie Suea Orr,
latest issue of the magazine. Kenwork and influence of the aargan- the upkeep of the rest room and Outland. Bettye Jene
Conrad Hampton -and his brother.
Vernon Ross Outland
tucky Jaycee. and an interasting
ization of ' Homemakers in
this the salary of, a full time hostess.
Bill; Miss Jean Spann. and her
Elm Street
story and pictures accompanied it
community,
During
'according
the,
to
pest
the
three
reyears
.
brother Joe Hal; Vester Orr, and
Outland. Sara Alice
with reference to tr
work of the
cord
members
of
the
county
visited
clubs
made
other
at
countries
Jimmie Klepp.
Joe Carless Outland
Owensboro organization.
Jimmie
a
through
tifFiely
"rocking
when
chair
season
the
nation
tours."
The
East
Others who contributed to the
1.14
Main
,
is advertising manager of the
Is observing Heme Demonstration countries studied were those in
program were! orchestra---Ted BarOwensboro
Coca-Cola
Bottling
Week, May 5 to 12.
Europe. Central and South Amen- Smith. Edra Lanett,
nett, Ronald Churchill, Jr., Joe
J. Wileort Smith
Company,
Calloway Homemakers helped ca, and the South Pacific area.
Blalock, Kenneth Slaughter, Clegg
305 South Eighth
III the nation wide food preservaThe women also found time to Smith, Jame., Lynville
Austin. James Bondurant, Gene
tion
program
by
canning
724,240
include
reading
in the
their full schedHendon, Maurice Crass, Miss MarRobert Lsnville Smith
quarts of vegetables, fruits, and
0,
raenpodrt5en396ha
garet aean Humphries.
Sharpe Street
meats',
an
estimated
with
value
of
2
u.16e.
48 Thbofeikys
The mixed chorus was composed
m
vianggazirnee
asd. seam, Joe Hal
$35392.00.
addition,
In
22.500
as well as 1.152 boas in the Bible.
of Misses Jean Wischart Edra
Creeks, Hal Spann
bushels of fruits and vegetables
Home Demonstration work was
Smith'
Geneva Outland,
Mary
1106 Main Street
were stored. One. hundred forty- reorganized in Calloway County in
Martha Outland, Jo Anne Hendon.
Thomas, Chester M.
two pressure canners'were tested July. 1940. with the appointment
Mary Jane Kennedy, Bobbie Sue
D. M. Thomas
A series of meetings will bOurtri
and 130 new ones bought as an of Miss Rachel Rowland, OwensOrr, Janice Crawford, Phyllis FarMurray. Route 3
next week in the Wadesbon; disaid to canning. Thirty-five can- boro. as home demonstration agent.
mer, Jo Anne Shroat, Betty OutWorkman, Charles Gene
trict for the „purpose of improving
ning demonstrations 'were held by There are nine community Homeland, Hazel Hood, Sara Outland,
the roads in the community
Mrs.-Maynard' Ragsdale; emergency makers Clubs with a total mem- Peddle Workman
A
Marjorie Lancaster, Jean Spank
North
102
13th Street
meeting will be held Monday night
war - &acid conservation assistant, bership of 225. Mrs. James OverEdna Earl Starks, Chris CunningYoung. Alfred It
and Miss Rachel Rowland. home bey is the present county presiat 7:30 in the schenl building at
ham. Wilma Jo Lovins. and Janette
504 South 6th Street
demonstration agent.
Almo. Another meeting is set far
Farmer, Measrs. Bill Rowlett, JerPast presidepts are Mrs. Spann, Gloria Jean
dent.
For the past two years the clubs Hansford Doran and Mrs. J. A.
Tuesday night at the same hour in
ry aVilliams, Bill Parks. Conrad
Crone Spann ,
have,aeen studying home furnish- Outland.
the Dexter school building, and on
Hampton. Thomas Ed Adam,. Joe
1106 Main Street
ings at a major project, with the
Wednesday -night at 7:30 a ccimmuCommunity
Hal
Clubs and
their Sammons, John Irby
Spann, William
McElrath,
assistance of specialists from the presidents are: - East Side, Mrs.
nay meeting will be held in the
Terry Grant, Jahn D. Phillips, and
Pictured above are membells of Paducah; Mary Carolyn Utterback, visor; Betty Grimes,
John
Tomas
Sammons
Ripley, Tenn,; University of Kentucky. As a reKirksey school house
Clifford Smith: Faxon. Mrs. RobCharles Tolley.
Alpha Sigma Alpha. newly .organ- Clinton: and Mickey Chaprhan,
1105 West Main
Lavonne Smith, Brookhaven, Miss.: sult of lessons on reclaiming furn- ert Parker: Liberty Mrs. Clarence
All persons interested
in
the
Students carrying special assign- ized educational sorority at Mur- Henderson, s
Veterans of World War II wh
promotion of good roads are asked
Betty Jane Jones, Mayfield: Sun- iture. 55 chain, were slip-covered, McDaniel; Lynn Grove. Mrs.'Carl are graduating this
ments were: electricians, Robert ray State College. They are. readspring:
Second row: Gene Frances Grant.
to attend the meeting that is most
Moser, Lee Rosa Melugin, Willie ing from left to right:
shine Wilfred. Mayfield; Sarah 36 spring cushions reconditioned. Lockhart; New Concord, Miss Erin George Weeks
Murray; Sue Callis, Mayfield; Anand 51 chairs., repadded„ Fifteen Montgomery; Penny, Mrs. D. J.
convenient. The announcement is
Thompson; "stage managers, Joe
Barbara" Bigham,
Back row:
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Weeks
Ruth Rhodes, Murray; Helen Ad- hundred useful
home Eurnishiags Miller: Pottertown, Mr. Maynard
made by W. C. Robin-son, magisBlalock.
Ronald
Churchill. Jr : Paris, Tenn ; Elenora Vannerson, ette Byassee, Bardwell. Joyce Cox, ams. •McLemoresville. Tenn.; CaroEugene Stone
articles were reporied made from Ragsdale; Stella. Mrs. C. C. Saltrate.
dance routines, Miss lanette Far- Paducah; Mabel Lee Allen, Kevia Providence; Anna Lou
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Stone
Heater, lyn Jones, McLemoresville. Tenn.: feedsacks, scraps and discarded
mea; set paintings, Mrs John Row- Carolyn
mon; West Murray, Mrs S. V. Foy.
Nelson, Rockford. 111.; Smithlancl; Euleen -Ramage. Bur- Aleda Farmer, Murray;
West Main Street
Dorothy materials.
lett; advertising. Miss Edra Smith, Donna liubbs. Paducah; Sue Phil- na; Betty Breckenridge.
SPEAKS ro CLIINTON GRADS
'Program For 1868.
Ed Wilson Farmer
Mayfield; Nell Smith, Mugray.
Other lessons included informa- . The program for the coming year
and Miss Edna McKee; stage prop- lips. Highland Park. Mich.: Eris Bonnie Kingins.
Mr And Mrs. ('laud Parmer
Murray; and Reba
Fourth row: Mary Louise Si- tion on storage, window treaament:
'
-br.
Ralph Woods, president of
el ties. ;
for Calloway County Homemakers
Ferry Bynum; ushers_ Lichtenbergar, Springfield. Ill ; Mil- Jo Cathey, Murray.
Murray, Route
mons, Fulton; Jane Woods, Render- 'color harmcny and furnitbre arMurray Sate college, Will deliver
Misses. Edna McKee!,' Betty Lou dred Ford, Bardwell; Cordelia
organization was planned at the Clayton Williams
Third row: Miss Evelyn, Linn, .con; Sue Cunningham, Murray; and rangellnent, gardening,
the coinmencement address at
and food the meeting of llie group's Advis;
McKeela,Lavenie Winiberly,a"Nell
, Mr. and Mrs Bob
keen,, Dexter; Maw, Figle11.34411!1.. Murray State Spalege, faculty ad- Mary Arnie Hole, Murray., ,
Williams
Ceatrea
1.preservation. ,
an Page 2)
North 7th Street
• ••••iisuirts
,

Others Answer The
Pre-Induction Mon.

Cast- Includes A
Number of Local
Men and Women

Packed Auditorium
Enjoys Variety of
Numbers Listed

The Ledger
Congratulates

Four Veterans Of Youth Fellowship
War II Included In Organized at South
Graduating Class ./ Pleasant Grove ,
I -

Delmus Stone,66,
Dies Tuesday /'

SOFT COAL STRIKE
MAY NECESSITATE
COAL RATIONING

FISCAL COURT MEETS TUESDAY: IS
DINNER GUEST OF THE MOODYS

Trains Here Are
Reduced One Half
Effective Monday

CHARLES S. CONE
SON OF REV. CONE
DIES SATURDAY

Mrs. Armstrong, 7
Succumbs Wednesday

•

After Being Struck
By Automobile
On Streets Here

COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCAPON NAMES
TEACHERS AT MEETING MONDAY NIGHT

liIts. Mary Lamb,90,
I)ies Wednesday ,,,

C. A. Griffin Dies
In Florida Apr. 22

Homemakers Can 724,240
Qts. Fruit Valued at $35,392

Jimmie Bailey Is
Jaycee President
In Owensboro

0--

Some Of Kentucky's Pretty Women

Horns Demonstration
Week May 5-12th
Nation Is Observing

Wadesboro Plans
Series of Road
Meets This Week
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A.1, are:

HOMEMAKERS

I Have holnes planned for con.
venieuee 414th electricity and runi
I
Page
(Continued from
ning watbr. and arranged for cornor)' Council on ,Suturday. May 4. fort and attractiveness.
'The major study will be home , 2. Learn to manage the home
furnishings with consumer buying :efficiently, minimizing tasks. thus
as a minor studyleaving more time for family and
Durinti the club year a•hich
buyers
intelligent
3. Become
begin in September. Homemakers
will also have special lessons on , and spend the family income to
clothing, foods. home water sys- :the best advantage.
4. .Make exterior of homes more
tents and community recreation.
Nine long goaLs were planned to attractive by proper landscaping.
5. Sponsor special interest
be worked toward. by Homemakers
clubs over a period of years, with liroups in studies such as child
.one or more goals receiving spee., training, children's clothing, tailorcost emphasis each year. The mg. gardening. electricity. home

seater syrtems; sewing machine
clinics and reading groups.
*6 Keep food and nutrition information before the public by
demonstrations, exhibits and lessons.
7. Improve community cooperation through recreation arid planned play.

who
Mlirr.iy.iIIS
attended the
D. rby Saturday included Mr. and
Mrs. Max Hurt. George Haat, LuJack E. Fisher. Paducah. was in ther:
Robertson. Heron West, and
Thursday
Murray
interviewing
rorernan Grahams.
witnesses and investigating the
Mr. and .Mrs. V. E. Windsor have
death of Thomas Pete Sledd who
was killed in an accident February IntiVS0 to Hazel.

• LOCALS

have moved 40 their new ironic oil
North Seventh Street.

Saturday guests of Mr. and Mrs. G.
H. Stone'.
R. E. Orr and Miss Laurine .Curd
Mr. an Mrs. Wyldie Ellis, Mrs.
Hazel were married Saturday
of
Max Stone and son, and Mrs. Deso'clock ; by Rev.
sie Shekell, of Slut- ray, were Sun-' afternoon at 4
day guests of Mr. ,and Mrs. Henry Franklin Paschall at Hazel.
Ellis of Macedonia.
Mr. and Mrs. Everette Bucy and
Mrs. Ayloir McClure and chil-- Mrs. Johnnie Sinunorig. atiended the
dren, and Miss Annie Willis of funi rat •Saturrtaraftetrinon of lifts:Hazel Route 2, were in Murray Amy Barnett
who died Friday
Thursday to visit the Mason hos- mornin& at Mason hospital.
pital.
-Kentucky belle
Mrs. Everette Bucy
Mr. and
were Saturday night guests of Mr. ATHLETE'S FOOT ITCH
Bucy's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Oren
NOT HARD TO KILL.
Bucy of Buchanan Route 1. They
IN ONE HOUR,
were Sunday night guests of Mrs.
If nut pleased, your 33c back at any
Bury's sisiter, Mrs. Pernie Mae drug store. TE-01.. a STRONG
Thorn an ,r. Thorn and chil- fungicide. contains 90 per cent alcohol. IT PENETRATES. Reaches
dren of Murray Route 2.
WIRE germs to KILL the. itch. LoMrr. Estell Stone and baby were cally at Holland & Hart Drug Co.

T-4- Harry Douglas will leave
Saturday for Camp Crowder,. Mo.,
where he is statitmed after a furlough spent with his wife. the former Miss Georgia Johnson.

Mr. and Mrs. James Rudy AllKenneth Stubblefield of Murray
britten
have - returned from a Rou4e 4 is a patient at the Houstontrip to the Smoky McDevitt clinic.
honeymoon
8. :Learn to select, construct and
Mountains and New Orleans.
fit clothing,
Mrs. Willie H. Decker of HighMiss Sue Futrell will leave by land Park, Mich., has returned to
9. Cooperate with health devisit
her
Friday
a
for
with
plane.
Murray to spend several weeks.
partment in children's clinics. DDT
uncle. E. D. Bell. in Mississippi.
spraying and sanitary toilet proThose visiting in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Cole.
grams.
Shannon Ellis and family Sunday
Okniulgee. Okla.. are spending a
were: Mr. and Mrs. Herman K.
Mrs. James Overbs?y, county
few days in Hot Sprinks. Ark, beEllis. Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Ellis.
president, presided at the council
visit
a
for
Murray
to
coming
fore
.Mr. and Mrs. Duncan Ellis, Mr.
meeting and the following mem- -Orley Curd of Charleston, W.
Cole.
Va.. visited his parents. Mr. and with his father. J. A.
and Mrs. Stark -Erwin. Frankie and
bers were present:
visit
a
enjoyed
James
Mrs. Nola
rs C. W. Curd, the past week
Mary Leslie, Mrs. Leslie' Ellis,,Mr.
Mesdames Carl Lockhart, Rdbert
and attended the Curd-Orr wed- from her children at her home on and Mrs. James W. Erwin and son
Parker, 011ie Brown, J. A. Outlaad.
the Kirksey Road last week. All
ding.
Jimmie.
Maynard Ragsdale. sSharles StubMable
Bert Markham of the children except Mrs.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Paschall Sr.
blefield. D. J. Miller. Noah Willpresent.
were
Detroit.
Birdeshaw.
Highland Park. Mich.. are visiting
visited Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Osiams. S. V Foy. Clifford Smith and
Cain,
Ben
Mrs.
were
here
Those
Mrs. Markham's sister. Mrs. DunMiss Zellna Monroe, assistant state
her home, born. Fourth street, Sunday,
can Erwin of Pleasant Grove, and with whom she makes
Forrest Paschall and family of
supervisor of home demonstration
brother, V. R. Outland of Mur- Mrs. Derwood Potts. of the coun- Milan, Tenn.,
visited Ratliffe Paswork, and Miss Rachel Rowland,
ty; Noble, Robert, and the Rev.
ray.
home demenstration agent.
and chall and family, Sunday.
City,
Oklahoma
James,
Justice
-7.4r. and Mrs. J. T. Cochran have
Detroit. The
hold their store at Kirksey. and Mrs. Hallie McKinney,
are residing at 1501 Annabelle,' sons left Monday. Noble and Rtsbert are employed with the AlexanFerndale 20. Mich.
•Continued from Page 1
Oklahoma
Mrs R. D. Farris has returned der Drug Company in
of a
man this afternoon.
to her home in Charleston. S. C.. City. and Justice is pastor
7--The
WASHINGTON,
May
He preached at
church there.
"When -do you think the gov- _after a visit with her daughter,
government failed today in an inWest Fork Sunday.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
coal Mrs. Pat Wallis.
the
seize
will
ernment
Mrs. Sarah Smotherman is resid- formal attempt to get 400.000 idle
Mr, and - Mba. Oscar Corbin Jr. atmines!" a reporter asked.
coal miners back on -the job an
0=......40•••••
the Kentucky Derby in ing in Hazel.
ended
'No comment.' Schwellenbach
Mr. and Mrs. 0. C. O'Kell. Mr. end a 37-day strike which is- pro•
ouisville last week-end.
said.
Howard and son. gressively crippling' the nation's
Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester,-registrar and Mrs. Fred
The fecre4ry looked serious 36 of Murray State Collet:. attended Nolden. and Miss Mary Martha economy.
Both .miners and operators made
he• groped Ma way out of a lobby the 32nd convention of the Ameri- Overby of Glendale. Calif., arday night for a- visit plain they did not expect any
darkened by the removal of eight
can Association of Collegiate Reg- rived Tuec
300-watt globes-part of a White
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Fulton, speedy settlement. istrars held April 22-25 at the At- with
The union's 250-man policy comHouse move to conserve coal.'
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Overbey, Mr.
lanta Biltmore Hotel. Atlanta. Ga.
The AFL. which John L. Lewis ...pr. Oryis C. Wells returned to- and' Mrs. James Overbey and other mittee voted to stand by John L.
Lewis' original settlement.
and his union rejoined legi winter. day fro* Chicago. :where he at- relatives.
"We'll stink it out." a union
Mr. and Mrs. Jack McElrath of
made public.a letter to Lewis from tended Great Lakes Optometric
William Green. federation presi- Congress May 5 through May 7. Nashville visited friends in Mur- spokerman said concerning de,
mands _for a special welfare fund
rpm. promising that "the 7.000.000 Mrs. Wells accompanied him and ray this week.
Mrs. taiiiii, H.. Richmond and and a contract permitting foremembers of the American Federa- is visiting with their daughter.
well Richmond re- men to organize.
An
tion of Labor will fight ,with you." Mrs. Harry
Mr. Miss
Wrigflt. and
"Then," he said, -we'll settle
turned Saturday from Louisville
-The ranks of labor hail the. Wright_ ' .
.
the Past week down to discuss wagesN
'
:pent
they
7.vhere
deterrnthe
and
spirit
the
courage,
Foster and two
W. H. Dub'0
former's brother, who is
A representative of the ownersination with .which you are fight-.4-daughter7
Linda, of with the
.-.. Jean and
told reporters that Paul W. Fuller,
"Be! Wardell. Mo.. spent the week-end very ill. .
ing x_ x js," the letter said
Mt. and Mrs. Clay Tandy of St. government conciliator, had asked
astured we of the American Fed- with Mrs C. R. Broach of 1403
Louis were 'overnight guests of Mr these two questions:
sration est Labor stand with you. Main Street.
Mrs. T. H. Stokes Satutday.
1. Would the operators be willby you anct beside you in the noble
_and
Moyer
E.
R.
'ehildren
Mrs.
also viaited in Sebree and ing to pay $3.000,000 the miners
They
fight - You arg Making.'
on
home
have returned to their
•
were accompanied to Murray by claim is due them for overtime
---A-COMplete breakdown" of the North Tenth street after a visit in
S. B. Tandy who had spent holiday pay"!
Mrs.
nation's utility and health services Bloomington. Ind.
the winter in Sebree.
2. If this sum is paid, would the
Mr. and .Mrs. Kent Jones, Mem• threatening. Lucas told the SenMr. and Mrs. George Henry and miners be willing to state specificCHTWA TABLE LAMPS
t' He expressed the opinion that phis. Tenn., were-guests of Mr.
children of Jonesboro, Ark., will ally what other demands they
I under section 19 of the criminal and Mrs. D. H. White, Hazel. They
arrive Saturday for a visit with have?
with rayon shades in
Tenn.
to
McKenzie.
in
unlawful
re-side
will
already
code, it is
Mrs. Henry's parents. Mr. and Mrs.
operators' representative
This
be
several colors
will
nation"
engaged
Jones
where Mr
"rtifle the economy of the
Melugin.
Clifford
said his group is unwilling to mak ,• 'ait he said he would offer a res.- in the real estate and insurance,
Mrs. R. E. piedeleas Mrs. Julian any payments of any kind ur•
doubt on business. Mrs. Jones „was formAtion to remove an
Choate and suns. Mrs. M. L. Roff it knows exactly what John :
erly Mias Mary Sue Garrett.
- ..t SCOfe.
• _ton. Tex., Lewis wants.
ea
/Gal
pe
and daughter of
—
Miss Lowell Gingtes has finishedSenator Maybank 00 S.C. t broke
ar,• visiting Mrs. ' ddoe's sisters,
The union's only reply w.Ci.
BEAUTIFUL cAMPS
to say that if ,th& strike con- her work as commercc- teac'-:er in
urch. Mrs. Har- one sentence statement:
Mrs. George U
cues 700.000 ti mile workers will the Owensboro High School and is
Morris, and her brother. Eldin
modeled after oil burning
"The United Mine Workers ha of
Penny.
lack
near
home
her
at.
for
. be out of work soon
Houston and their faimlies. 'not received any proposal for .
lamps, colored or clear
Mrs. Ed Lamb. Hazel. is improv- mur
fuel to run the factories.
Pvt...*Itobert G. Robertson of tort basis of settlement of the coal
shade and china
With the crippling effects of the ing from a serious illness. Her
is. Wabh., is spending a fur- strike from anyone."
-trite spreading. the goverrimeat two sona. Euel Lamb. Albany. Ga.:
base
ugh with his parenta. Mr. and
ok a new move to conserve coal. end 4isisineen. Shrader, Santa Mom,Mrs. Miller Robertson.
The Offic . of Defepre Trarsporta- ca . Calif. and . th.ir wives hove
Mr_ and Mrs. T. J. Lytle of
. n prohibited the movement of concluded a visit with her and
Searcy. ,Ark., are visiting. Mrs.
-effectrains.
Lamb:
carnival
Mrs.
.rcus and.
Mrs. George West of
Herbert Allbrittajay and family Lytle's sister.
:ive May 10.
A - SUIT ABLE SENSIBLE
•
Blvd
Olive
1304
State
Callege.
have moved to
GIFT
Der.ton
C
Eichard
,
Mr
and
Ms
Pennsylvania where Mr. Allbrit ten will (
1st associated with 0!
to light the heart and
AgtirpeY Depart-Mont. School
way
Pennsylvania St.•
. May 6--Miss Minnie Lee Chur- Agr' ylture.
Colelge. Mr. Allbritten rectis.
graduate fellowship from Pe: •
\1.,y 7-Mrs James C. Williams
and will devote csaisideral'
from functional periodic pain
11--Mrs. Carl llsaiSkiris. State
time toward the doctorate in t!
. a:, Adams
rnedlefne which
Car,111 Is
field of seal technology and agranMay 12-Miss Lida Grey Walmany cr,,cr.eri Say has brought relief
omit research.
• •
Iris tie cramp-like agony and DNS
Miller.
a- op. Mrs L
YouS stratn of functional periodic
Mr and Mrs. H.'L. Mahoney
May 14;t1t. -a. E. C Jones. Mrs
distress_ liege a how It may help:
Knoxville. Tenn.. are viriling
tonic.
h. Paul Culver. Oma
4 Taken like
. an Rud
former's sisiter. Mrs. A. G. Hug]:'
& it should stimulate
;-.nsley
digesaid
appetite,
•
a•
Mr.
Tuesday.
On
and family.
tion. thus help build reMay IS-Mrs. Paul Rogers; Mrs.
!astir:re tar the 'Vine'
Mrs. Mahoney, Mrs. A. G. Hugh,
("els Harrison; Little Miss Patricia
to come.
Mr And Mrs R.ilph Jettwi
Broach.
Started 3 days beMr. and Mrs. W. F. ,Day of Me'•
yOlr tune", it
May 16--Eva Nell Pugh
I
shrtuld help relies*
phis. Mr. Day is a patient :it
pain due to purely luneKennedy Heepital where he is
tional periodic cause&
.1•11...•••
covering from wounds received
Try Cardut, If It help., yarn
you did.
glad
be
.
battle in France.
Mr and Mrs *Charles I
Robertson and 'on of Darai, 0,
are visiting the former's parent*,1
Luther Itobrrmyrt.
Mr; arid
•
, •
Mr .and Mrs. J. Bodine Henslee
and daughter. Mrs. Adon Williams
and son. Bijly Brims. have returned from Highland Park. Mich., to
Route 4. Murray. Mr. Williams is
employed at the U. S. Rubber
Company in Detroit. His wife and
son will remain with the former's
parents during the summer months.

FUNK G. HYBRID SEED CORN
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WE HAVE A GOOD
SUPPLY
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We are spending money, time and effort to modernize our place for safety and convenience.
Enter our Service Department on Main Street as
in the past, but do not back out into Main Street
traffic again.
Drive out of our Service Department via•our new
exit door on Third Street with more safety and better visibility.
YOUR CONVENIENCE and SAFETY ARE
OUR CONCERN

We are pleased to announce that
ARTHUR FARMER
has joined our staff of employees as
SERVICE MANAGER
to work with
F. C. (Peanut) FAUGHN
SHOP FOREMAN

I

i

Si
toric
urda
men'
turs

Brighter days are ahead for service on your automobile at STOKES-BILLINGTON.

LAMPS

S

tl

Bring That FORD
Home For Service!

Government Fails To
Stop Coal Strike

PARKER SEED COMPANY

Cc
Al

Kentucky Bell's Ne‘ys

7.

SOFT COAL STRIKE

TH
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Stokes - Billington
Motor Co.
PHONE 170

E.AST MAIN STREET
4
1
/

•

Happy Birthday

[How women and girls
may get wanted relief

SEE OCR SELECTION

•

Watches

We carry the "Best Budget Buys" in House Wares
and Garden Tools
Come in today and select your needs

Keepsake Diamonds

Rings

Niches Jewelry Store
•
I•1. ••••••• ••••• 4.1•P. ••••

00.

2

4•••••••.11•11.

+=ME

Honor

,RD,1111

mr...

Pots and Pans

Coffee Pots
Dripolators

Mother

Baking Dishes

Ironing Boards

•

si

SHE'S A VETERAN, TOO!

▪ 'S bAY
MOTH ER
Waa

and different
•perfume that lasts all day
•apply to the skin
'body warmth brings out
true fragrances
••will not stain clothing
•new

This is the first anniversary of Peace in Europe
Bring the family on this

—

by

Garbage Pails

Kitchen Stools

Tools

Brushes

9kezie ea)deip
A Super•Conc•ntrot•d
Non-tvaporating Parlum•

•econornicol to use

"Her Day"

•

May 12th

'SWEET MEMORY'
Sponsi Flo ...ers, l,iyht, Goy (floral)
'TROPICAL NIGHT'
Cool, Heady (Spcy)

and dine

'PERSUASION'
Robcish.ng (Exotic)

BODY POWDER (Solt co AC0) and
to Match
COLOGNE (Pe,,,-ed to

1k\X
S
AIR -CONDITIONED
-

•

• B. Beale II Son

' ,

"The Home of Fine Hardware",

EAST MAIN.STREET

Grade "A" Restaurant

PHONE 36
AMM4Mlmil

MURRAY,KENTUSkY I
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Conspirators Taken As Siege Of
Alcatraz Ends; Three Leaders Dead

It

GIRL SCOUT
NEWS

PAGE THRE1

„„ for appendicitis and died.
Blood River News i„,ed
And a brother, Loyd Mitchell of

Lovers May Enjoy Outstanding Artists
Through The Paducah Concert Association

!Music

World \Nike 4, was sailing for home
Norma Jean, Small daughter of
ofnd
• a
died on the ship of pneuMr. and Mrs. Noel McCuiln
monia. Their father. Larry Mitnear Blood River Church, h
her chell was killed in a car wreck
tonsils removed the past week.
a few wars ago.
Miss Annie Wiliis received a call
was carMrs. Elmus Mitchel
the past week from her cabsin,
ried to a Murray physician the
Condon
Mitchell,
Palmerville,
past. week suffering from high
Tenn., saying that his brother,
and a nervous
pressure
blood
John Mitchell,- also qf Palmerbreakdown.
ville, had, been, operated on for
daughter,
appendicitis at the Mason Hospital. ' Sanford McClure and
His wife was operated on two Mre Lorint Geurin and baby of
of
Weeks ago for appendicitis at Mar- Murray, were week-end visitors
tin, Tenn. A few years past a Mr. and Mrs. Odia McClure.
--.01e -Maid
brother. Albert Mitchell,' was apers

Troop Two
SAN
FRANCISCO—The
his- answers to questions which had
Troop II of the Girl Scouts met
toric siege of Alcatraz ended Sat- been asked them by press ser- in the basement of the Methodist
urday with the official announce- vices.
Church May 1 with Mrs. Keith
ment that the last of the conspira"At the .end of the battle Satur- Kelley leader.
tors had been taken into custody. day morning," the statement read,
Those present were: Betsy Ann
guards and three convicts "there was no resistance."
Nix, Bettie Jo Williams, Magaline
are known to have died in the
The statement said Cretzer, Coy Evans, Wanda Sue Diuguid, Pastruggle.
Fourteen guards were and Hubbard "probably died as a tricia Futrell, Gloria Dean Moss,
wounded.
Three
convicts are result of gun shots in the tunnel Mary Alice Hopkins, Sara /Ruth
'dead but the total number of con- or utilities corridor in a cell block. Calhoqn, Rachael Blalock, Nancy
vict casualties
was not
made Hubbard, accqrding to the doctor's Sammons, Ann Curry, and Sandra
known immediately.
died Saturday Glasgow, and Norma Gene Atkins.
report, probably
Norma Gene Atkins. Scribe
Federal Prison Director James morning around 8 a.m. The others
V. Bennett and Warden James A. died earlier. Probably Coy died
Johnston announced that the last last evening and Cretzer somewhat CHARLES BOGGESS IS
of the conspirators were taken in- later."
IN AUTOMOBILE CONTEST
to custody -When the three ring------The officials said the total numleaders e Joseph Paul Cretzer, Ber- ber of conspirators who had taken
Murray, Ky.
DETROIT—One
nard Coy and Marvin Hubbard_ part in the riot had not yet been boy is listed among the thousands
were found dead and their weap- I finally established, but added that of youths throughout the United
uns recovered.
in addition tu previously named States entered in the 1946 comThe announcement came from I men convicts named Thompson petition of the Fisher Body Craftsthe two officials In the form of and Shockley
were ringleaders. man's Guild for the building of
The statement added that there model automobiles and Napoleonwere "two or three others whose ic coaches.
named we cannot yet reveal."
The Murray entrant In the model
The statement did not clarify car compction is: Charles Bogwhether the cell-by-cell search of gess, Route 2.
the 'cell block which the conThe Craftman s Guild, an eduspirators had held against deadly cational foundation sponsored by
gunfire for three days had been the Fisher Body Division of Gencompleted.
eral Motors, is offering $75,000 in
Neither did it answer the ques- awards in the 1946 competition, intion of what the total prisoner cluding eight university' scholarcasualties inside the cell block ships. The competition. is open to
all boys residing in the United
were,
Assistant U. S. Attorney Daniel States who are between 12 and 20
C. Deasy and seven FBI investiga_ years old.
In addition to the national
tors landed on the island Saturday
"Witt WIWI'
afternoon to begin an investigation. petition for boys, the Craftsman's
Art
uild is sponsoring a special $30.Deasy'
said the death sentence
would be demanded for all who 000 competition for hospitalized
are indicted by the federal grand members of the nations's armed
jury as result of the 'investigation. forces.

•
ken, who came to the Orchestra seasons.
The Paducah Concert Associa- from the Arlon Society of New
The sixth—and present—musical
tion will present the
York. He - served during the first
director is Eugene Goossens, EneSymphony Orchestra and Nathan.' 12 years of the Orchestra's existMilatein and other attractions dur- ence', from 1895 until 190'7.
He lishman and musician-extraordia
arye-composer, conductor, piani-•
ing the coming ssason in filishman I died in Germany in 1929.
'
I and violinist. He is now in
auditorium, Paducah. .A memberLeopoli Stokowslti was the s"cship drive is open and. music lovers end regular conductor. Indeed, he fifteenth season with the Cinch
.
in Western Kentucky are urged to started his 'orchestral conducting I nati Orchestra. Immedilltely
to this he as for eight years conpurchase their season. tickets.
career by directing the Cincinnati
ductor of the Rochestar PhilharThe names of a eisiinguished Orchestra for three seasons. From
monic Orchestra...
line oa conductors are intimately Cincinnati he went to the PhilaBesides the regusar conauctors
associated with the record
of delphia Orchestra, —
mentioned above, the Orchestra,
achievement
of
the Cincinnati
Dr. Ernst Kunwald, was. brought
Symphony Orchestra, which is to from Germany to be'the next con- has been directed by many other
be heard at Paducah sometime duetix. and he setaied five and a fa-mous musical personalities apduring February. 1947 under the half aeaaons_until late in 1917, pearing as guest conductors, among
them Theodore Thomas, Anton Seiauspices of Paducah COncert As- when he returned to Germany.
del, Henry Schradieck, Victor Hersociation. Six of them have, diEugene Ysaye, famous Belgian bert, Alfredo Casella, Sir Edward
rected the artistic destinies of the
virtuoso. was made regular con- Elgar,
Richard Strauss, Walter
orchestra _since its founding in
ductor for the._season 1918-1919. Henry Rothwe II, Frederick Stock,
1895.
Others have appeared in
The ringleaders named thus far
after having won great-acclaim on Vincent
d'Indy. Henry
Hadley
the role of guest conductors,
several appearances as guest con- Ernst Dhlmanyi, Siegfried Wagne
by Johnston and 'Bennett were:
The first of the permaneril conductor in the previous season. Ossip
Joseph Paul Cretzer, Los Angeles
Canalms:
Gabrilowitsch.
ductors was Frank _van der S
- imYsaye staYed until 19= and then Clifton, Igor Stravinsky. Ernaa
bank robber (dead). Bernard Coy,
(dead).
bank rubber
Warned to 'his native Belgium, Schelling. John Phillip Sousa, Vi.
Kentucky
„where he died in 1930.
Marvin
F. Hubbard. Tennessee
S T
ator de Sabina, Ottorino Respigl
kidaitper, (dead). Marvin Edgar
Fritz Reiner, Hungarian by birth, I Eugene Ormanciy. Arturo Toac
Thompson, Texas murderer and
ca me from a conducaorial post in nini, • Walter
Damrosch, E r n
kidnaper, Sam Shockley, OklaGerman
.
)
, to , be the fifth of the Rave, Andre
Kostelanetz, Ruhoma bank robber. es.
B
Musical directors of the Cincinnati dolph Ganz, Georges Enesco. Vladhad inPreviously, Johnston
Orchestra
He
remained nine imir Bakaleinikoff and Jae(' Iturbi
•
c I uded Clarence.. Carnes._ _Oklahoma
WASHINGTON, May 7 —Acting
murderer, among the ringleaders, Secretary of the State Dean'
Ache- .7
but he was not named in the son announced
today
that the
latest dispatch.
United States would invite id(
•
The riot, most spectacular in the countries having' Membership en,
history of federal prisons, resulted the United Nations atomic energy
in the death of two guards and commission to send governmental
the wourMing' of 14.
and press observers to the atomic
The attempted prison-break was bomb tests in the Pacific.
JohnWarden
failure.
a complete
Acheson
said
the Invitation•
ston said it initially had been
were being extended by authority
planned as a mass break, but not
of President Truman. They will
LAST CHAPTER, "JUNGLE RAIDERS"
one prisoner ever got outside the
go to Russia, Britain, France. ,
and FIRST CHAPTER
cell block stronghold.
China. Canada, aiiivatralia. Brazil.
Want Ads cover ana discover a Egypt. Mexico, The Netherlands.
and Poland.
multitude of needs.
The 11 members of the UN Security Council plus Canada have
membership on the atomic enarge
commission. whieh was establ:shed
Under terms of the Big Thais
agreement at Moscow last December.
Secretarye of State Byrnes previously had gone on record in favor
of inviting all commission members to the. bomb tests, which wil
be known as "operation cros.sroads."
The -tests are scheduled to li
held during July and August at
.Bikini atoll in the Marshall IslandAcheron's announcement, issued
by the State Department pre..
branch, emphasized that' the tee!
project is "in its entirety, an WIdertaking of the Unitsd States goyernntent and is not a combined 0,
internalIona I opPritirm."
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PLUS: Warner Bros. Musical
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
MUSICAL RODEO!
1110111PF;R

"GANGSTER'S DEN"

SCHOOL HOUSES FOR SALE

with
BUSTER CRABBE
and AL (Fuzzy) ST. JOHN
PLUS: TWO BIG SERIALS

•

On Tuesday, May 14, 1946, the following named school houses will be sold
at public auction:

"SCARLET HORSEMAN"

At 1 P. M.1ANDON School House and
I1
/
2acres of land will be sold.

_L

Team Work.

*
0
, 0
1
0
\*.t" N%0
06,\\.'
A.*".-

At 3 P. M. VANCLEAVE School House
and 1 acre of land will be sold.

II

II

All interested parties please be on the
grounds at the above mentioned time.
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"FRIENDLY GHOST" and
.
"CONEY ISLAND HONEYMOON"
•

PLUS

SUNDAY and MONDAY
Li
fgIVATt
90CTOR
A WOMAN

•

BEDSIDE MANNER

•

Callaway County Board of Education
Prentice L. Lassiter, Supt.

1

•

JOHN CARROLL • RUTH HUSSEY
5'
RUGGLES•ANN RUTHERFORD
„go CHARLES
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PLUS. "BUGS
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BONNY" CARTOON
and LATEST FOX NEWS

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY
.

•
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aught in the web
of suspicion ...
haunted by the
shadow of guilt...

Team work between the banker and farmer makes a
more progressive county
LET US LEND YOU THE MONEY TO PUT OUT
YOUR CROP AND BUY FARM
MACHINERY

Pay us back when you have harvested and marketed
your products

AND PARTS

THE

TO MAKE YOUR SUMMER DRIVING SAFER AND MORE
PLEASANT

MADONNA
SECRET

Kepi/flu
Alma

FRANCE LOUR GAII POW
ASFRil
IllTRERFORD

• Brake Lining

• Rear View Mirrors

• Mufflers

• Car Glass

• Seal Beam Headlights

• Tail Pipes

PLUS: Roosevelt, Man of Destiny
THURSDAY and FRIDAY

WALKER
AND MANY OTHER ITEMS to make your driving convenie , safe, and fun.
' DRIVE IN FOR A SAFETY CHECK-UP:'-It's good business.1 Have those de-

JUNE ALLYSON
•P.." •

fects corrected now and

if

will save money and worry.

67e
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TAKES A WIFE"
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Peoples Savings Bank

W. B. DAVIS

Member F. D. I. C.

4

•

Parts
Auto
&
Munday Equipment
Phone.

w" HUME CRONYN
AUDREY toDIE
Asot•som
TOTTER • "ROCHESTER'
REGINALD OWEN
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and News
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MISS HATCHER IS HOSTESS AT
_
MEETING OF KDP
• Miss Helene Hatcher, o: the social science departmint of Murray
State College and president of
Kappa Delta Pi, was hostess to the
members of the organization Friday
evening. May 3. at 7:30 at her home.

I Miss Curd Becomes Bride .of Mr:Orr
an
-

,111,11igioup

•ives and close friends before
atar banked with palms and araineemints of white gladioli.

SoCkek

The bride, given in ,marriage by
her ter. wore •a suit of pale
green gabardine., Her hut and acc••••sories were in brown and her
corsage was of brown orchids.
Mrs. Charles F. Leonard Jr.. of
St. . Petersburg. matron of honor
and the bride's only attendant.
wore an afternoon frock of brown
and white printed silk with white
acetssories.

MRS. H. I. SLEW), Editor
Telepllone 247
.

I
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Billy
Como, Tenn., Burrell and
come to- Murray recently as- a VAN VALENTINE GIVEN
and
Mr.
Hopkinsville,
Valentine,
bride.
BIRTHDAY DINNER
I(/ Mrs. . Linn Valentine, Almo. Mr.
The guests were greeted at the
A surprise birthdaY dinner was
boor by Mrs. John Miller and
and Mrs. Tom Bynum, Mr. and
presented to the receiving line given for Van Valentine Sunday at
Mrs. Ottis Valetine, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Dubia, Mrs.' his home at 504 Elm street. It becomposed of
B. Curd, Miss Carrie B.
James
was
table
long
a
day
ideal
an
ing
Mrs.
Stewart.
Roy
.Mrs.
and
Moore
followthe
where
yard
the
in
set
Norma Jean Curd, Mrs.
Miss
Curd,
Vernon Stubblefield, Jr. assisted
in the hostess duties and the reg- ing enjoyed the good fellowship Emma Valentine, Mr. and Mrs.
Van Valentine, all of Murray.
ister was kept by Miss Carrie Al- and a good dinner:
lison and Miss Tennie BreckenMrs. J. C. Reavis, Paducah. Mr.
The United States averaged 575
ridge.
and Mrs. Luther Sparks, Miss Treand range fires
The Dubia home was decorated va Sparks. Paris, Tenn., Mrs. John forest and woods
pre-war years.
throughout with a profusion of B. Lovelace, Miss Joy Lovelace, every' day during
In the dining
garden flowers.
1
room a color scheme of pink and
green was developed. The table
exquisite
was covered with an
handmade lace and embroidered
cloth and centered with a silver
bowl of pink roses flanked by
pink and green tapers in silver
candlesticks. Mrs. Carlisle Cutchin
MAY 6 - MAY 20 — Season Membership $6.60
presided at the teA service, and as-

Mis
Are
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During a brief bus:ness period
the following officers were elected:
LYONS-FORD MARRIAGE
Miss Ruby Smith, counselor: Miss
IS ANNOUNCED
Halene Hatcher. president: Gene
Graham. vice-president; Annie
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Lyons
Aliese James. recording secretary:
flounce the marriage of. their
Margaret Feltner. corresponding
daughter. Ruth. ta Isaac Ford. son
secretary: Dr. Annie Ray, treasof
Ford
Hartay
of Mr. and Mrs
urer: Mrs. Emma Sue Hutson, reLynn Grove. . The. double _ring
Dr. E. F. Fox of Miami servedporter.
ceremony was read on May 4 by as beat man for Dr Chrisman, and
The program for the evening was
the Re,v_. Henry Hargis at his ushers were' Dr. Lewis T. Corum
given by the new members and
taunt' Miss Ola Mae Cathey and and Lt. Edain C. Butcher, brother
Miss Hatcher.' Miss Aliese James.
Howard . Ragera of Lynn Grove of the bride.
Kirksey. was chairman of the
attendantsaa
ly
an
wcr. the
Mrs. Butcher, mother of the
group and presided over the proThe bride wore a white street bride. chosa an afternoon gown of
Elizabeth Williams,
Miss
gram.
length frock with white accesso- mesh in a soft pink shade. Her
Hopkinsville. Genie Nell Morris, sisting in the serving were Misses
Hobbs and
ries and a coraaae of orchids. Miss hat and accessories were in white:
Margaret Nan Ligon, Donna
Buchanan. Tenn.. and
Cathey waa•tired in a grey auit
Feltner, Cadiz. gave a review of Mary Katherine Alsobrook.
Immediately following the cerewith black acctssones and a car- mony a
educational trends in the United
reception • at
Approximately 00 guests called
wedding
sage of pink rosebuds,
States from the Education Forum, between the hours of three and
which light refrestunents were
the official magazine of Kappa five o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Ford left for a a_served was held at the Grey Gull
Delta Pi.
wedding trip to Raleigh. N. C.. fol::Inn. and later in the afternoon
Miss Aliese James, Gene Graham.
lowing which they will be at Warne the couple left on a wedding trip
Murray. and Norma Samons. Fulin Murray.
to New Orleans. La.
S. •
ton, participated in a panel discusMrs.' Chriaman was born in Ansion on educational trends in Great
MRS HOPKINS. DR CHRISMAN con, Canal Zone and received her
Britain. Germany. and Russia with
ARE WED APRIL 23
education at Utah University and t
emphasis on the occupied German
California.
in
Stanford
University
The following from the Clearareas.
Dr. Chrisman was educated at
•water *Ma Sun is of interest:- to
Miss Hatcher gave a report on
in
Tennessee
of
University
the
,Murray:
in
friends
many
the national convention of Kappa
.served
.
He
surgery.
'and
medicine
Delta Pi which she attended in
• The marriage of *Mrs. Elizabeth
army during I
Butcher Hopkins, daughter of Brig- Tlive years . in the
dau ter of i remained until his induction into Milwaukee on March IL 12, and
Ciird,
Laurine
Miss
I
time
which
part of
G(n. and Mrs. Edwin Butcher. 821 World War II.
arrick the armed forces early in 1942. Ma. 13.
Charles
the European th• ater Mr. and Mrs
At the conclusion of the pro:Bay Eaplanade. to Dr. R B. chaasatwas S-Pept in
bride'Orr served as pharmacist in the
the
became
Hazel.
of
Curd
I
general
. Murray. Ky.. was where he commanded a
man Jr .
son of Mrs Ru- !Transportation Corps in the Euuro- gram, the group was invited to the
Orr.
E
R.
Mr
of
i
lighted dining room wherel
high 'noon April 'M hospital.
solemnized
, pert Orr and the late Mr. Orr of dean Theater of Operations, and candle
Mrs. Chricmzin will
Dr.
Hester presided at
at Peace Memorial Presbyterian
Ky..1Haz(I. on Saturday. May 4. at 4:00 since his return to civilian life in Mrs. Cleo Gillis
bowl and refreshments
Church. Dr. C.• P. McGeachy Jr . make their --home in Murray.
o'clock in the home of her parents. November. 1945. has been employ- th•• punch
to Dr. and Mrs. G. T.
pastor of the church. officiated at where Dr. Chrisman is on the staff
ring ed by the .1Owa Drug Co.. Mem- were served
eouble
Impressive
The
Hicks. Dr. Annie Ray. Misses
the 'torte ring ceremony in th, of th': Mason Memorial Hospital.
Tenn.
Phis.:
Rev.
the
by
read
was
ceremony
Ruby Smith, Eliza111=1.i.
Following a two-weeks wedding Aliese James.
Henry F.• Paschall. cousin of the
Williams. Gertie - Nell Morris,
beth
the
Fla..
Beach.
Clearwater
groom, lac fore an improvised altar trip to
Peggy ijolland. Margaret Feltner
of spring flowers banked with red couple will reside in Memphis.
- Parker, Hrtie Manor.
'
Evadine
.
•
•
•
and white roses and lighted with'',
Mary_Kathryn Alsobrook. Barbara
•STELLA HOMEMAKERS
.• •
tall tapers. •
Harris. Gladys Combs, Virginia
APRIL 25
•.;
The nuptial music was played by CLUB MET
Honschell; Norma Samons, MesMrs. Dumas Clanton with Mrs.
The Stella Homemakers Club dames Louise lien. Cleo Gillis HesCleo -Oregon "singing "I Love You .met April 25 at 2 :00 p.m at the ter. W. T. Hatcher, Baia Mildred
Truly" and "At Dawning." Dur- lhome of Mrs. Freeman Johnson.
Hatcher and the hostess.
• • • •
ing the pledging of the vows the
. The program was opened. by
"Ava
Shutart's
soft strains of
HONOR
MOORE
JIM
MRS
Mrs.
prayer
'.groarp singing and
Maria" were played.
TEA SATURDAY
C. C. So1mon conducted the busi- GUEST AT
The bride was attired in an nesi• session
"A simple, eloquent
'Mrs. H. C. Dub:a entertained
model of tight blue
Eisenberg
wail a beautifully planned tea a'
A beautiful play."
year's
next
for
made
Plans were
Her
accessories.
crepe with brown
program, and for the annual meet- her home Saturday ,afternoon t•
flowers were a shoulder corsage
introduce Mrs. Jim Moore who haing at Mayfield.
of gardenias.
the
gave
Wallser
Mrs. Johnnie
Attending the bride as maid of
lesson on aFuriature Arrangehonor was her sister. Mrs. L K.'
P4
ment."
•
Pinkley. Jr. She wore a Carlye
and one visitmembers
Fourteen
N
model of acqua crepe with brown
V
or • Mrs. Hulas Wilson, were presaccessories and a corsage of red
cot
Mrs. Morton Young joined
N
rosebuds.
the club.
TM Emmett Illavalis C.‘ T
Robert Crockett. brother-in-law
The next meeting will be held
.•
,••••.0•11.,
Outatirtdmg ••
f the groom, served as best man, l at the home of Mrs. Johnnie Wal1640-.A.cre0—Estebi.shed 1910 0
540 to enn• S• --to..9..a• 4 N
Mrs Orr attended Murray Sra t
ker, May 23.
College and upon graduation serv—4
—
:ed as instructor in the commerce
Hie`
department of Cr_oftville
_School. Crossville. Ill. for thre•
years and fol. the-pas4--esea r h.,
been employed by the Dittri••
Transportation Office in Mempha•
Tenn_
Mr Orr studied pharmacy at th•
.versity of Tennessee. later b. •
.r,g employed by'the Wilson Dru.
• Cornparv Wthan Ark wh•ra h

In a
the Fir

•

ray on
at 5:30
Fisher,
H. C.
; the bri
Russi 11(

Sawyer
presenet
relative:
The
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ery and
onies a
White
Libra Ili

PADUCAH
CONCERT ASSOCIATION
1946-47 Membership Drive

Precei
Lillian
gram of
Dawnim
zo" by
Liszt,
and "Be
dearing

Information and Membership Pledges
Mrs. George Hart, Ledger & Times
Price Doyle, Murray College

Betty
Mystery
bert an
The tra
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were us.
recessim
mony, h
feet Los
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SOCK AND BUSKIN PRESENTS...

The b
her fag
marquis.
• bodice
pointed
ed skirt
fingertia
to a sma
a show(
• ion cen
with to
was a a
the groc
Miss
tended t
&Her fro
"'fah(' t
and Ioni
a showe
tions ar
Brides
William
Fisher

PAY TRIBUTE TO MOTHER
• with a

BLOUSE, BAG or LINGERIE

CHENILLE BAT• H SET or LUNCH
CLOTH
APRON or HANDKERCHIEF
or maybe a comfortable pair of
SHOES or HOUSE SHOES

-

iammin

and reverent picture of the family of Jesus
—New York Mirror,

Ul

FAMILY PORTRAIT

LEGS, ARMS!

The smallest gift will make mother's
heart happier

ie
to(
H(
Al

May 16

College Auditorium ... Admission 40c . . . Curtain 8:15

•

r

Select Your Gift At

is
rile
on
ab
on

.mo..111ENDIM

Int

Remember Mother on Mother's Day
•

SUNDAY, MAY 12th
BY GIVING HER A PIECE OF
FURNITURE

1

• LAMPS

• CHAIRS
On

Molher's

die unselfish

• PICTURES

Day,

tee pause in
to

• TABLES

• WALL LIGHTS

tribute

devotion

' of all .‘iothers — and are proud
,
that our

•

modern hirituirv service brings netv happiness

and freedom into tin, fires of so

of diem!

• Tailor Tots

42

. Ynday, _Jay

1'.;
t*
,
Re•oti.e

many

Boone Cleaners

VP.TiOnfn

ASSOCIPTIOR
Cleaste14

,4h9 Maple Street

i elephone

• Waste Baskets

• SHAG RUGS
Beautiful . . . in all shades.

• Foot Stools

• MIRRORS

E. S. Diuguid & Company

211
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Miss Fisher and Mr. Tesseneer-'
Are Wed at First Baptist Ch-urch
4

ring ceremony At
* In a double
the First Baptist Church of Musray on Sunday afternoon, May 5,
at 5:30 o'clock, Miss Layra Mae
Fisher, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
H. C. Fisher of Earlington became
the bride of Ralph Tesseneer of
Russellville, Ala. The Rev. 'B. B.
Sawyer read the vows in the
presence of a large assembly of
relatives and friends.
The decorations, by Mrs. 'I'. W.
Crawford, were of massed greenery and tall baskets of white peonies and other seasonal flowers.
White tapers in branched candelabra lighted the altar.
Preceding the cerempny Miss
Lillian Watters presented a program of organ music including "At
Dawning" by Cadman, "Intermezzo" by Provost, "Liebestraum" by
Liszt, "Love's Old Sweet Song"
and "Believe Me If All Those Endearing Young Charms."
Miss
Betty Eberhardt sang "Ah, Sweet
Mystery of Life" by Victor Herbert and "I LoVe Thee" by Grieg.
The traditional wedding marches
by
Lohengrin and Mendelssohn
v'ere used for the processional and
recessional, and during the ceremony, Miss Waiters played "0 Perfect Love" by Barnaby.
•
The bride, given In marriage by
her father, wore a gown' of white
marquisette fashioned with fitted
• bodice of lace with long sleeves
pointed at the wrists and gathered skirt ending in a full train. Her
fingertip eIngth veil was attached
to a small hat of lace. She carried
a shower bouquet of white glade
ioli centered with gardenias tied
with tulle.
Her only ornament
was a strand of pearls, the gift of
the groom.*

Cameron of Cerulean and Miss
Maria Whitlock of Russellville,
Ala. They wore frocks of blue,
marquisette and carried fan-shaped bouquets of pink carnations
'and blue delphinium.
Reed Kirkland of Birmingham,
Ala, was his cousin's best man.
Ushers were Thomas Havgancamp,
Gene Crawford, W. J. Pitman and
Edward Fisher.
The mother of the .bride wore
a black crepe dress with black accessories aud a corsage of pink.
rosebuds. The groom's mother also
wore black with pink rosebud
corsage.
A reception was held for the
bridal party and out of town
guests at the home of Miss Nellie
Mae Wyman, the bride's aunt. The
four-tiered wedding cake topped
with miniature bride and groom
was served by the bride's sister.
Misses Helen Hogan and Helen
Hogancamp served punch.

gan of Lowes, Mr. and Mrs. Cleland White, Mrs. Lonnie Watkins,
Mrs. Norman "Broadbent, Jr. and
Billy Busts'of Cadiz, Mr. and Mrs.
Royce Bridges. Mrs. Lena Bridges.
Miss Marcia Bridges, Mr. and Mrs.
Vern Williams and daughters Vernet' and
Maurita, Miss Carolyn
Hucklebury, Miss Rebecca Murrie,
Mr. and Mrs. Mullhagen, Mr. and
Mrs. Robertsqn of Vienna, Ill., Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Durham of Louisville, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Fisher
of Nashville. Mr. and Mrs. R. A.
Tesseneer of Tuscumbia. Mrs. H.
L. Hardy and H. L. Hardy, Jr. of
Fulton, Mrs. C. E. Tartt of Redlands, Calif., and Mrs. Cate Wilerson of Detroit.
.• •

TRUMAN ASKS CONGRESS
FOR ARMY OF AMERICA

A Letter From T. 0. Turner

6—Pres- nations to carry out their obliCon- gations to co-operate in the maintenance of inter-American peace
fulland security under the Charter
fledged military collaboration with and the act of Chapultepec, which
o,ther American nations as a ne'i.v is intended to be supplanted by a
instrument for peace.
permanent inter-American treaty,"
He transmitted a bill under the presidential message said.
which the United States would asTruman asked Congress for a
sist in "the training, organization War Department appropriation of
and equipment" of the armed $7,246.335,200 to finance its operaforces of sister republics to the tions during the fiscal year startsouth. .
ing July 1. The estimates conThe President emphasized at the template a reduction of the Army
same time
that the legislation from 1.500,000 offiecrs and men on
"could be extended also to Canada, June 30 to 1,070,000 a year later.
WOODMEN CIRCLE JUNIOR
with
the
whose
co-operation
They allow $500,000,000 for -GovCLUB MET APRIL 27
United States in matters affecting ernment and relief in occupied
The Woodmen Circle Junior Club their common defense is of par- areas, $200,000,000 for the atomic
met in the home of Mrs. Jessie ticular importance." •
service and $182.782,000 f& the reHouston, April 27. The ritualistic
"The bill has been drawn up activStion of the National Guard
opening and closing were used.
primarily to enable the American and organized reserves.
There were three birthdays in
the month of April, Jessie Atkins, MUSIC CLUB PLANS BENEFIT
Jo Horton, and Frances Horton. PROGRAM MAY n
The birthday program was given
Following a short wedding trip in honor of these girls and red
The Music Club is planning a
Mr And Mrs. Tesseneer will be at
Thursday, May
rosebuds were presented to each. special benefit program for Tueshome in Tuscumbia, Ala.
For
The Girl Scout Council will meet
The May meeting will be held in day evening., May 21, at 7:30
traveling the bride wore a black
Pro- at 7:30 p.m. at the home Of the
o'clock at the club houses
faille dress with black accessories the Woodmen Circle Hall. For ceeds will go toward the schol- president, Mrs. Noel Mekigin,
the
Juniors
are
their
June
meeting,
and corsage of red rosebuds.
arship fund.
Friday. May 10
Mrs. tessenecr is a graduate of planning to present the ritualistic
Mrs. Ben T. Cooper is arranging
ceremony
to
arid
closing
opening
Miss Mary Louise Nigro will
Murray State a.... has taught in
that
interesting
program
for
a
very
organiWoodmen
Circle
give a flute recital in Recital Hall
Cadiz and Viensia, Ill. Mr. Tes- the adult
date, and the public is invited to at 8:15 p.m.
zsations.
seneer graduated from
Murray
of
special
project
The
Mrs. Ivan Futrell and Mrs. Jes- attend.
High School and attended Murray
The Friday .bridges club will meet
Club this year is to ofState before serving with the arm- sie Houston attended the meeting. the Music
worths/ at 2:30 p.m. with Mrs. Wells Purscholarship
to
some
a
fer
ed forces from which he has reMembers and supervisors retired
dom.
music student .at Murray State
cently been discharged.
to the Collegiate Inn for refreshThe annual dinner meeting of
College, and an offering will be,
Out of town guests included M. ments.
taken at this meeting to add to this the Woman's Club will be held at
and Mrs. H. C. Fisher, Mr. and
The JunioI4 of the Forest have
the club house at 6:30 p.m. New
Mrs. Jessie Taylor. Paul and Billy 75 members in their organization. fund.
••
officers will be installed and Dr.
meeting
the
March
Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. Evans, Mrs.
the
For
Ralph Woods will be the guest
AUXILIARY
LEGION
Sara Hawkins, Mrs. Brick South- Juniors attended the picture show,
speaker.
ORGANIZED
IS
worth, Mrs. Lander Chisholm, Mrs. with refreshments at a local drug
Archie Allison, Mrs. Melvin McEl- store later.
Sunday. May 12
A _group of interested women
• • •
Miss Rebecca Jean Fisher at- roy, Miss Sue Brown. Mr. and
College Spiriphony in Recital Hall
met at the Woman's Club house
tended her sister as maid of honor. Mrs.
Montgomery,
Miss
Ruth ARTS AND CRAFTS CLUB
last Thursday evening 'and' or- at 3:30 p.m.
frock was of pink net .with Newbold, Mr. and Mrs. Charles MEETS WITH MRS. MILLER
Monday, May 13
ganized the American Legion Aux'Her
fitted bodice of brocaded Vin Williamson. all of Earlington, Mr.
The Mattie Belle Hayes circle of
officers
following
iliary. The
The Arts and Crafts Club met
and long net. sleeves. • She carried and Mrs. Boyce Thomasson atid
the y.T.s.C.s. will meet at 7:30 p.m.
were elected:
a shower bouquet at. pink carna- David Lee of Mayfield. Mr. and, Wednesday afternoon at 2:30 with
at the hoine of Misses Emily and
Mrs. George Williarns.- president;
Main
1401
West
Miller
at
Mrs.
Luis
tions and blue -delphinium.
Wear. Miss Mattie TreusMrs. Ray Ven Cassovic and VirSwann, vice-president at Oneida
Ott.
Mrs.
Bridesmaids were - Mrs. Charles ginia Merle. Mr. and Mrs. Ray Ven Street.
first vice- dale is the program leader.
West,.
Haron
large:
'Mrs.
The house was attractively decorWilliamsson
and
Miss
Evelyn Cassovic, Jr., Mrs. Bert Wyman,
president; Mrg, Max Churchill,
Tuesday, May 14
Fisher of Earlington, Miss Betty Mrs. 'Leslie Wyman andsJames Ho- ated with displays of spring flowsecond vice-president; Mrs.' Joe
The regular meeting of Murray
ers. The afternoon was spent in
treasurer
and
secretary
Paschall,
Star chapter No. 433, 0.E.S.. will
sewing and conversation.
Mrs. Alton Barnett, historian; Mrs. be held at 8 p.m. at Masonic Hall.
A dainty party Plate was served
John
A. G. Childers, chaplain; Mrs.
There will be an initiation.
by the hostess, Mrs. Miller. assisted
Ed Scott, sergeant-at-arms. ComMiss Dorothy Cain will give a
by her daughter, Mrs. Bud l Jetton,
mittees will be appointed by the contralto recital in Recital Hall at
to the members and the following
president. Regular meetings will 8:15 p.m.
_visitors: Mrs. Prentice Glasgow,
be held at the club house on the
Mrs. Paul Gholson, Miss Ile Keys.
Thursday. May 16
first Thursday evening in each
and Mrs. C. B. Porter, Jr., of
The Home Department of the
month.
Memphis.
will hold the May
Membership in the Auxiliary is Wotruin's Club
• • •
mothers, wives, daughters meeting at the club house at 2:30
to
open
PRESBYTERIAN ASSOCIATION
p.m.
and sisters of Legion members, to
MEETS WITH MRS. WEIHING
The B. & P W. Club will have
mothers, widows, daughters and
--raleset,ing- at Collegiatemen who lost thil-t—TiVeg
The Woman's Association of Ige sisters
Inn at 6 p.m. The legislative_ cornPresbyterian churcil met Tuesday in the service of their country,
roittee is in charge of the program.
afternoon at the Rome of Mrs. J. and to former WAVES and WACS.
G. weitong..
charter
h
r"APPlieation /or a
Reports were given from the been made And the organization is
Presbyterial
recently expected to take an active part in
Princeton
held at Madisonville by delegates the affairs of city and county.
•• •
who attended. Mrs. F. D. Mellen
gave an interesting talk on "Be- MRS. SCHERFFIUS HONORS
longing." The devotional was led MRS. 0. C. O'KELL
by Mrs. E. D. Dillingham.
Mrs. B. F. Scherffius had guests
served delightful
The hostess
refreshments to eight members and for bridge this afternoon honoring Mrs. 0. C. O'Kell *Ilitary
two guests.
Glendale. calif. Prizes
list of
• ••
were awarded and dainty refreshW S.C.S. HOLDS'
ments were served.
REGULAR MEETING
Guests included friends of the
ChrisSociety
of
Woman's
The
honoree.
morntian Service met Tuesday
• • •
ing at 11 o'clock at the MethoDELTAS HEAR DISCUSSION
dist church. The morning worship
ON "THE ATOMIC'ERA"
service' and Bible study were led
by Mrs. T. H. Mullins, Jr. and
Mrs. A. M. Wolfson was the
Mrs: G. B. Scott.
guest speaker at the meeting of
Following •a 'covered dish lun- the Delta Department of the
Hon the meeting reconvened for Woman's Club
which was held
H., business session which was Tuesday evening at the .club
nducted by Mts. E. A. Tucker. house. Mrs. Wolfson's subject wa"1,
The afternoon's program was' pre- "The Atomic Era" and she brought
sented by Mrs. Burnett Waterfield an interesting discussion to her
who spoke on "Chili:ken and the listeners.
.
Peace."
Wears chairman,
Miss Oneida
present.
members
There were 24
persided over a short business session. During the social hour a stirANNA A•M•AIMA AM1.0•MA
'MAIM
ANNA
AMA.42•A AMA A••••••••A ...IA AMA'AM'1=1. OMIA•4••1••••••••••A 1••• elm ••••••A.A•.•••••••• ••=. •=EIA
•
prise shower was presented Mrs....4
WASHINGTON,
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May

ident Truman called upon
gress today to authorize

FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS,
1T IS SPIUNG
Time to work, frolic and fish,
but work comes first.
It's time to start all over making
everything new.
We think we can go any where
in the country, but it is hard on
the truck and car over ruts and
gullies. Roads cannot be worked
in winter, so we must give time in
summer when there is everything
else to do, but it will pay to work
the rural , roads as- well as the
highways. Many good farms are
isolated behind bad rural roads,
neglected because of lack qf organized effort. This is a great
draw back to Calloway county.
The Rural Highway Department

DONELL STUDIO

When

we

purchase

equipment,

Phone 387

ILD AND FRESH
yet cost 2v less
a fresh cigarette gives you

* STOVE WOOD
STEPHAN°

• HEATER WOOD

Pinta PA.

• BARN WOOD

FREE!
If you will come and get
it from my farm north of
city limits of Murray.

IN. RYAN
WITH IMPROVED FRESHNESS CONTROL
•••••••11,4411MY•••••••••••••=.ONIMA4111•111AAAA•IMMA••••4•••••=.0.1•0-.MIAAMIMAI.A.•••••A.•••••••••••••

Murray Live Stock Company
The Best Market in West Kentucky
AUDREY W. SIMMONS, Owner-Manager
SALES EACH TUESDAY AT 2:00 O'CLOCK

For the Highest Prices, Sell Your Stock Here
SALES REPORT for MAY 7, 1946
490

Total head sold

VEAL
No. 1 Veals

16.00-

Short Fed Steers,

14.00- 15.50

No. 2 Veals

14.00-

Baby Beeves

13.00- 17.00

Throwouts

Fat Cows

5.75- 13.00

9.00- 12.50

Canners and -Cutters

5.50-

8,50

Bulls

9.00- 13.50

•

HOGS
140 to 400 pounds

14.35-

Milk Cows,-ier head--

13.60 Dow'
AMIAAOMA••••

4=1••••••A•OIM •••.,

••
•
• •
..1”
,
•••••

•
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• Remember Mother
with a Special
Gift this
year

COME IN EVERY TIME IN TOWN
AND SEE WHAT WE HAVE
TO OFFER'

T. 0. TURNER

Refreshments were served by the
hostesses. Mesdames Wilbert Outland. Ray Munclar -Jack Kennedy and Laverne Wallis,

TAKE
MOTHER

110

Poultry Tow Set For
Tuesday, Mar 14th

OUT TO DINNER

• Costume Jewelry

All farmers and theft-- viiVeTT-n-terested in poultry ar& invited to
i attend a poultry tour Tuesday,
I May 14. This trip will start at
8:30 Tuesday morning at Harry i
Fenton's on the Hazel Highway. I
i The next stop will be at -Carlos.
Black's on the old Concord Road.
7
At 1:00 p.m. E. B. Carraway:s.P.loce
011
Eggner's Ferry Highway will
be visited; at 2:30 p.m. the group
will be at the Washer farm at Dexter.
Various problem.- will be discussed on this travel such as feeding,, management, disease and future outlook in poUltrY. You are
cordially invited to attend and you
Will find this tour profitable, according to S. V. Foy, county agent.

ON

MOTHER'S DAY
GIVE HER A TREAT

Celebrate Mother's Day here. Food she likes, the way
she likes it . .. cheerful, quiet atmodisphere to delight her.

•

—; i
rDoes Distress of'PERIODIC I

MOTHER WILL ENJOY 1T!
SO WILL YOU!

a'

FemaleMakeWeakness
you feel

Blue Bird Cafe
Albert Crider
••••••M..10..aw.00••••
•••••••••IMIO•i•AMINI.,40•P
,
.•••••••.•••••••=o•MM..M•••••••04M •••11.34•0

••••••••••

P4M.'04IM

If vu suffer Monthly cramps with
accompanying tired, nervous,
cranky feelings- -due to funcponal
periodic disturbances — try"Lydia
E.Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
to relieve such symptoms. Taken
s
,t_hrUout the Month — Pinkham
...ompound helps bUild up restsdistress!
such
against
tance

Dresses
Hats
Bags
Gloves
Dickies
Handkerchiefs
Bedspreads
Luncheon Sets
House Shoes
Shag Rugs

House Coats

• Scarfs

''A Wreck" on such days?

Leon Crider

Reminders
for
MAY 12th

•

IHNPOT-444:- WATIT.

11
I.

Littleton's
,•=••-••••••••,,.•

mom ola

Mob" •••,• ••••

4•1••."'IM. "iMo. ••••A "•••••

41.
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our

It is every citizen's job to help,
There is one way to justify the all over the county.
action of the Rural Highway De—T. 0. TURNER
partment in its pretense in maintaining•rural roads in Calloway. It
Print Finishing and
does not pretend to work many
Developing
miles of rural roads so we must
carry on our campaign to buy ex-,
tra equipment to maintain our
rural roads.
203 SOUTH SIXTH ST.

LOOK

I AM FOR PHIL. ARDERY FOR
UNITED STATES SENATOR

•

work

Laboratory tests show that

.Social Calendar

He is a capable young man, son of a
leading judge of Kentucky. He is Not
•
too young because he is a little older than
Henry Clay was when he was elected.
Ardery is a World War II veteran, a good,
lawyer; and • I hope heiL1 run.
Well, Friday night at the Court House
is meeting of Murray Dist. roads, the
most important meeting except the first
one. Come in, we need you; we have
about d$4,000, but must have more at
once tc, put the program over.
We must improve our rural roads before next winter.
We are receiving some work clothing and other needed merchandise.

is indifferent, inactive; is not do- we can get labor to
It is prac- rural roads.

ing a reasonable job.
tically a fraud.

ris 14115S W_1

•Ati,

•••

•
.

•ge•

_
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PA(;E SIX
MRS. JOE GORE 'IS
COMPLIME.NTED WITei
SHOWER FRIDAY... MAY 3

Mr. and MIS..1. .1. Jackson Celebrate
Golden 11 edding 1nniversary

Lnglish Bride
11-eiree-Giving
_
Fanaty-A-frair .-trriveis In 111tirray

GARDEN CLUB HAS PARTY
FOR ,CHWDREX__.

......_______.

Members of the Garden Club
Milwere hostesses Thursday afternoon
Miss
Margaret
Padgett.
Miss
3--There's
Their
May
Washington,
anniversary.
wedding
golden
A happy eecasion for Mr. and
at the club house at a party for
Jackson and Mrs. dred Padgett and Miss Martha
a difference of nearly 40 years
_ Mrs. A. A. Jackson was on Sunday. son, Hillaird
children of the members.
Joe Gore
in their ages. but a famous
Jackson of Coral Gables. Fla. held Miller complimented Mrs.
t
t
with a miscellaneous shower at
l! Special guests were members of
father and daughter will reopen house at the parents' home
the home of he former Friday
7±..: the Girl Scout froop 'rem the
ceive degrees at the same colon the east side. of the county'
evening. May 3.
Training School which is sponlege commencement here May
during the afternoon.
_
sored by the, Garden Club.
Spring fiovvers were used as dec29 at Constitution Hall,
The house was beautifully decoA
Presadent Triman. a grad.
Following a brief business sesrated with yellow iris and peonies. oration throughout the rooms.
color scheme of pink and white
mete of the Independence, Mo
sion conducted by the chairman,
The wedding cake. beautifully emthe decorations a n d
featured
high scRool. class of 1901. will
Mrs. V. E. Windsor, the scouts,
bossed in gold, and punch were
of
those shades ,were
streamers
be given, an honorary doctor of
opened the program with an explaserved throughout the afternoon.
draped from the chandelier to the
laws degree by George Washnation of the scout laws.
The
A large number of -friends and table, which held an umbrella that
Daugifter
ington Universes',
program was presented by the
Among those was
relative's called.
surrounded with many lovely
Margaret is to complete her _
guests of the afternoon 'and inPresent were three members of the gifts.
regulaf four-year course with
cluded numbers by Jean
Corn,
and
Mr.
party.
original 'wedding
Delightful refreshments were
a mkjor in history.
Janice
Clopton, Gene
Hendon.
Mrs. B. F. Allbritton and Mrs. -served to the' following:
Lochie Fay Hart. 'Ann Wrather,
Julia Hicks Allbritten Others!presMesdames Willie, Gay. Gene Gay.
Joe Lee Hadden A. W. Simmons
ent included Mr. Jackson's broth- June Clark, James White, Vernon Singing Convention At
and Bryan Anderson. Games on
er. Joe Jackson.' and Mrs. Jack. Dick. Emery Darnall. F. G. -Hot- Mt. Hebi.on Sunday
v
the terrace were directed by Mrs.
sons brother. Jesse and Elbert lend. Glen Warren. Tiny Johnston.
Shelby Hadden and her committee
Lassiter.
Duguid Warren. H. I. Hughes, VoThe spring seesion of the Calloon
arrangements composed
of
ris Utley. Clyde Youngblood Kel- way County Singing Convention
Mesdames J. B:•- Wilson, Carnie
ly Hughes. W. H Gardner, W. R. will be held at the Mt. Hebron
Mrs. Elizabeth Belle Bu anan, Hendon, Maurice Crass, and W. H.
Scoggins. Horace Warren, Dwight Methodist Church. located one- the 19 year old bride of Robert Brooks. Balloons were presented
4
1
.
May 31. will be the final date Pace, Tom Padgett. John Celvee, fourth mile west of Backusburg, Buchanan, arrived in Murray Tues- as favors, and each guest was pre- /
that cream and milk stubs can be Edd Ross. David Inman. Kelzie Sunday, May 12. beginning at 1:00 day night after leaving her home
m.
in England on the S. S. Holbrook
accepted for payment on January, Mofield, Clay Darnall. levee Erwin. Lola. Marie Joseph. J. T.
February and March..
Since there is a lot of interest in April 27 and . arriving in New
Norsworthy. Tom Hurd. <Homer singing in Calloway county and York City. May 6.
The 30c subsidy on corn and
laesiter. Buena Conner, Ott. Mote there are a number of good quarMrs. Buchanan and her husband'
wheat applies only to cdrn and
ris.• Rudy Gardner. Glenn Ed- tets and other groups, as well.as
were united in marriage Novemwheat sold to Commodity Credit.
wards, S. L. Cox, Genetic Law- host of good singers promised to
ber 19. 1946, in a church 400 years
No combinations or divisions of rence.
come from adjoining counties ,this old, and in which no other Amerifarms will be made after May 15.
Mrs. Mason Powell and daugh- promises ,to be the largest convencan man had been married. The
If you have bought more land or ter Phyllis. Rev. •Henry Smith
we have ever had, officers of romance' between the two began
sold pap of your farm it must be and daughter Camille. Mrs. Huds- tion
the group said today.
on August 14. last year when they
reported before the 'closing date. ton Morris, Mrs. Lola Jeffrey, Mrs.
The entire program will be car- met during the V-J Day celebraStarks,
Mrs.
Vivain
Julian Warren.
tried by a public address system tion.
Misses Ann Jackson. Joan Hicks.
under the direction of Waylon
Mr. Buchanan was a paratrooper
Betty corny:ell. Patsy Mimms. PaPerry who is greatly interested in with three years service in World
tricia Cox. Delorus Tucker. Jean
promoting the interest of singing ,War II. He entered the service
Hicks, Jerlene Dick. Millie Cox,
the county.
March, 1943. and wereeoverseas in
Mc- in
Barbara Erwin. tMelodene
Officers for the convention are September of the same year.
Gowan. Linda Utley, Janet Scogealloeae ( ireuit Court
soft
gins, Carolyn Pace, Jane Nors- Rudolph 'Howard. -president; Guy
Mrs. Buchanan is very
y.;)rthy, Glenna Edwards. Jessie Bitlington, vice-president: and Lee spoken, retiring and modest and is
Bank of Murray. Plaintiff
They ex- happy to be in Murray. She likes
Donelson. secretary.
Vs. Judgment and Order of Sale Crosby, Deck. Jackson. Daisy JackMargaret Pad- 'tend a cordial invitation to- every- America very much on her short
Canup,
Helen
son.
•
l'el Harrell and Wife.
Padgett. Martha one to come and take part in the acquaintance, and thinks she will
!Mildred
Defendants gett.
Aadie Harrell.
singing.
Miller,
never , want tee.return to England.
•
e By virtue, of a judgment and
Those sending gifts were: Mrs:
She is admiring the flowers here
order of sale of the Calloway Cir- Neal Starks, Mrs. Walter Gore..
and remembers sadly that flowers
cuit Court. rendered at the April Mrs. .Huntus Lyres. Mrs. -"Ruby
are few in her overseas home. She
term thereof. 1946. in the above Brown. MrS, Mamie Phillips, Mrs.
has' already developed a taste for
for the purpose of payment Rollie Lyles. MIS Verlene Lawour soft drinks with special emwith
$22300
of
sum
eof debt in the
Dunnigare
rence. Mrs 'Howaid
The nation's industrial machine phasis on the coco cola.
interest thereon at the rate of 6 Mrs. Ora Irvin. Mrs. Nina Starks.
down to a snail-slow gait . In the class of more practical"
throttled
per ceht per annumn from June 24. Mrs. John Crosby. Miss Clara Bytoday, its ignition fouled and fuel food she is looking forward to
1945.' until paid. ane?ecosts iitirein ers. Mrs. Harley Robinson. Miss
supply snarled by the disastrous plenty dr fruit and eggs--two
expended. I shalleproceed to ofSirls, Joe SirLs. Mr. Char- 38-day-old soft coal strike.
items that are-eery scaree in trigfer for sale at the court house door ley Jones. Miss Bettie Lou Jones,
land. She can't believe it is true
invoked
cities
of
list
growing
A
highthe
to
Kentucky.
in -Murray.
Mrs. 4. 0. Miller. Mrs. Clint Millthat she may go into a store and
est bidder at public auotion. on er, Mrs. J. A. Hindman. Mrs. Euclid war-like "brownout" measures to
buy anything she wants without
utiliof
melting
reserves
conserve
Monday. the 27th day of May, 1946. Ross. Mrs. Raymond Lewis. Miss
having to give ration points.
at 1 o'clock or thereabout (same Patricia Lewis. Miss Jacqueline ty-feeding coal with *mailer urMr. and Mrs. Buchanan will rebeing ceunty court day e upon a Lewis. Miss Anna Murle Morris. ban centers following the lead of
credit of six months, the following Mr. and Mrs. George Burd. Mr. and such major population centers as side with his parents. Mn. and Mrs.
described property, being and ly- Mrs. Charlie Burd.• Mrs. Charlene Owego. Detroit. and Washington Giles Buchanan until he can build
threatened, with a a home near Almo Crossing.
ing in Calloway County, Kentucky. Gore. Mrs. oe Benton Carter: Miss
ss .
welcomes Mrs. Buccomplete "brownout." was saved
Murray
,•
.
revised estimate hanan TO this community.
emporarily
Beginninge40 poles south of the Reeves. Mrs. Langston O'Brien
of coal reserves which will carry
NE corner of the S.E. Qr. of Sec. Mrs. Willie Newport.
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS:
the nation's third city along an on
rock
a
at
20. T. 3. R. 3 East
other four weeks.
of
son
poles
Jr,
120
Pk. G. B. Tambour
section line: thence west
Nomlimmisiosmsv
Pennsylvania's Governor Edward
to a rock: thence 40 poles to a Mr and Mr.. 0 B Turnbow of
some
that
hopeful
rock: thence east 120 poles to rock Hazel is serving overseas with the Martin still was
He has sort of agreement *nth the UMW !
on section line: thence north 40 590th Ordnance Battalion
poles with section line to the be- be-en stationed at Bamberg. Ger- would be arranged to feed the.
many. but was recently transferred state's utilities, hospitals and other I
ginning containing 30 acres.
vied needs.
to atlosh..r
,
Also:
Beginning at the N E corner of
the S.E. Qr. of Sec. 20. T 3. R 3
East: thence east 78 poles •
a
rock: thence south 20 poles •
rock: thence west 78 poles to a I
rock on section line: thence nort!-.
20 -poles to the beginning poa ' .
centeininc 10 acres. There is alsee
erne-eyed 'in this deed a road 16 I
feet wide across the west end of at
ipe
ten 'acre irate lying just squ'h of
Worms Neatly and Securely Packaged
.the raet 'described tract I.
*Alio rd 16 feet wide' acroe
south east corner .of a 20 acre h.
leg just north of the first nem-ei
tract herein, the same to be .used
for egress and regress so long as
.
I
is desired b'y the' Grantee
For defendants' source of title to
the lands herein described .See
Deed Souk 46. page.257 in the of ,
flee of the Clerk of the Calloway l
.
'i
County Court.
For the purchase price ,the pur- ,
apace'. must 'eexcute ler,nd with !
approved seeurities, bearing legal'
interest from the dal'of sale ith=!
el paid. and having a force and
effect of 8 judgment. Bidders will
be prepared to comply promptly
with these terms _GeorgeS. Hart.
vt•,.-tpr Cornmi*siOner

MURRAI
SPONSG
Murray
two love
.observalll
Week.
tied thro
partment
°Mason is
On Fri
given at
school ste
S:hoot a
and Milli
and dare
music bj
Miss Ma
group Si
hundred
Serving
special *c
were Mt'!
T. Hicks
Lowry. eh
John T
G. B. Sc
ert Smith
Tolley,
Churchill,
Crawford,
Marjorie
beth Rob,
They wer
officers,

*

•
HYBRID POPCORN
We gave Perdue Hybrid Popcorn Seed for Spring
planting. We will contract for growing hybrid popcorn. Write u.s for seed and contract.

AAA Notes

J. V. Blevins Company
Processors and Buyers of Popcorn
155 Second Avenue South
Nashville, Tennessee

Give 'Mom' a Real Treat On
'Her Day' May 12th

COMMISSIONER'S
SALE

a

Take home a bag of our
DELICIOUS
DONUTS
and watch -Mom- smile
when she tastes
them

Coal Strike Throttles
Nation's Business

rcause

THUM

sented a corsage by Mrs. John I KILLED, 6 HURT IN GUN
FIGHT AT STATE COAL MINE
Ryan. '
HARLAN, Ky., May 7—Anearly
During the sociai rime refreshments were served in the dining morning gun battle at the Interneroom . by the hostesses, Mesdames -11°nel Harvester Company's captive
beM. 0. Weitherrear Ott_Voods, L. coal mine at Benham today
Workers
Mine
Progressive
tween
E.
F.
Hortin,
Harold
Broach,
J.
Crawford. Ea( Huie, James Over- and United Mine Workers rival
Mrs. George unions—left one man dead and at
bey and Edwards.
Hart presided at the punch bowl. least six others wounded.

••

They are grand
to eat.
Easy to digest

NOW!

CRIDER'S DONUT SHOPPE
BLUE BIRD -CAFE
AT THE

•

•

IvAtvad lot?
aitd

LIVE MINNOWS, FISHING WORMS
and —
f.
Everything for the
Fisherman
J. T. WALLIS & SON, Third and Main

'There's none you love better
than Mother. . . and there's
nothing she'd like better than
a cool print dress for summer
_ _

For the

Lady In Your Life
... Your

MOTHER

HATS

Colorful Flowers always act as a beauti:;.
ful reminder to your mother that she has
your love.

HERE'S. A SQUARE DEAL
ON POPCORN

Corsages
W0 are-- offering the farmers the opportugrowing genuine fir,it generation Purnity
_
Pop( onn+, that ifits a reputation of
due
111oo poiindit to the. acre._

BAGS

If you are interested in producing this fine
quality of torn. contact Mr. W. H. Broach.
Route 1. Murray, Kentucky, who i3 making
grit.oring contracts for Us. Ile _will give you a
square deal. Highest - price,i. are guaranteed
for your •popcorn,' and we 'will take &livery
from your farm.

V. BLEVINS COMPANY
Processors of Popcorn

or
a

GLOVES

Long lasting Potted Plant
. . . Hydrangeas or
Geraniurns

• I,
fLOWER SHOP

LERNAN
84 ,„„,,,

All these would make
lovely gift for y6-fir-Mother on Mother's
Day
•
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MURRAY WOMAN'S CLUB
SPONSORS YOUTH ACTIVITIES
Murray Woman's Club sponsored
two lovely parties last week in
'observance
of
National
Youth
Week. These parties were planned through the recreational department of which Mrs. R. M.
°Mason is the chairman.
On Friday evening a party was
given at the club house for high
school students of Murray Training
- School and Murray. High School
and nietribers of the faculty. Games
and dancing were enjoyed, with
music by the college orchestra.
Miss Marjorie Palmquist directed
grew singing.. More than three
hurared were present.
Serving with Mrs. Mason on
special - committees for the event
were Mesdames Tort Rowlett, G.
T. Hicks, G. C. Ashcraft, C. S.
Lowry. Joe Baker, Gingles Wallis,
John T. Irvan, A. D. Butterworth,
G. B. Scott, Wilbert Outland, Robert Smith, Graves Hendon, Bryan
Tolley, Jack
Kennedy, Ronald
Churchill, Hall Hood and F. E.
Crawford, Misses Myra Bagwell,
Marjorie Palmquist, Mary Eliza'beth Roberts and Charlotte Owen.
They were assisted by the general
officers, Mrs. Garnett Jones, Mrs.

A. B. Austin, Mrs. E. J. Beale,
Mrs. Ray Treon, Miss Frances
Sexton and Mrs. Scott,
On Sunday afternoon the public was invited to the club house
to witness the presentation to the
Girl Scouts of a check for $3,334.20
from the Woman's Club for the
purpose of building a Girl Scout
cabin in the city park.
Mrs. Roy Farmer entertained
with piano selectioneas the guests
assembled. The ceremonies opened with the entrance of the Girl
Scouts and their leaders as the
Girl Scout march was played. The
color bearers presented the flags
following which the pledge of allegiance was given. - The prayer
was led by the RevTh E. Jarman..
Mrs. Garnett Jones, president of
the Murray Woman's Club, presided
and , introduced
Mayor
George Hart, who spoke on the
achievements of the- club. Troop
leaders were recognized as follows:
Mrs. L. M. Overbey, Mrs. R. E.
Jarman, Mrs. Keith Kelly, Mrs.
Carman Morton, Mrs. Tom Rowlett and Miss Talise Whiteside.
Members
of the Scout —Council
recognized were Mrs. Noel Melugin, chairman, Mrs. George Hart,

eps for weeks
ON YOUR PANTRY SHELF

NOW! Bake any time...at a moment's notice with
Fleischmannisrast Rising Dry Yeast
If you bake ith home—baking day is any day
you feel like it, with Ileischmann's Fast Rising
Dr/Yeast. Easy-to-use,extra-fast, Fleischmann's
Fast Rising stays fresh, full strength for weeks
on yol:r pantry shelf. Always ready for instant
action. Get Fleischmann's Fast Rising Dry Yeast
today. The menfolk will brag about your baking
more than ever. AL your grocer's.

•

Mrs. H. C. Corn, Mrs. A. B. Austin, Mrs. W. A. Lewis, Mrs. C. S.
Lowry and Mrs. A F. Yancey.
Mrs. Jones presented the check to
Mrs. Melugin who accepted it on
behalf of the council and Miss
Marion Copeland on behalf of the
scouts.
In conclusion the scouts formed a friendship circle and sang
their closing song. A social hour
was enjoyed.
Members of the club who assist- 1
cd in the
arrangements
were
Mesdames Fred Gingles, G. C. Ashcraft, C. L. Sharborough, H. I.
Sledd, E. S. Diuguid. Jr., and , A. F.
Doran. Ed West and Roy Farmer.

Decline Of
Rural Churches
Told by Kaufman

. LEXINGTON, Ky., May
7—
Many Kentucky farm people are
being left without places of public worship under the decline of
rural churches, Dr. Harold F.
Kaufman. Lexington, secretary of
the Kentucky Rural Church Council, said -here today.
Dr. Kaufman spoke at the opening session of ;he ninth annual
rural leadership institute at the
University of Kentucky.
He said churches throughout
Kentucky were closing without arrangements under which members
could attend other churches. Country church membership, he noted.
IS - declining, especially in poorer
communities.
"Even the optimist would have
to admit that at least the ;ituation
of the rurai church today is far
from 'desirable," Dr. Kaufman deelated.
As a possible remedy to the situation, he suggested that rural
Churches work with argricultural
organizations, the state university
and other agencies designed to improve life on the farm.
Prof. N. R. Elliott,. university
landscape gardener, , cited unattractive grounds as responsible for
part of the decline in the rural
church.
Elliott said a large percentage of
small-town church
country and
grounds sire "sadly neglected," despite the fact that "Kentucky .has
. _a wealth of beautiful trees, shrubs.
greens and vines suitable for decorating church grounds."
"'About 65 pastors and other
churchmen representing eight denominations registered for the institute, jointly sponsored by the
Kentucky Rural Church Council
and the University- of Kenitra
college of agriculture.
' READ THE CLASSIFIEDS!
4
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CALLOWAY FARM
LEADERS ATTEND
MAYFIELD MEE

Poplar Street.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ross and
daughter Sandra, arv residing at
the home of Mrs. Ross' parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Jones on Route
1. They have been living in St.
Louis, Mo., for 22 years where he
was
employed
with
Moloney
Electrical Co. Mr. Ross will make
a crop herc.,, He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Oscar Ross, St. Louis,
Who resided in this county several
years ago.

More than 60 Agriculture...leaders
from Ballard, Carlisle, Calloway,
Fulton, Graves, Hickman, McCracken and
Marshall counties,
representing Soil Conservation Service. Vocational Agriculture, Farm
Veterans Training Program, AAA,
Extension Service, REA and other
agriculture
service
agencies of
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Hoiland, who
these counties attended the meethave been residing, in Michigan
ing sponsored by .the Jackson Purthe past four
years ,arrived in
chase Production Credit AssociaMurray Thursday night, and are
tion, held in the Hall Hotel, Mayresiding at their home in Penny.
field, Monday, May 6.
Eddie Allbritten of the Navy, is
reached
by
It was the conclusion
home with discharge after serving
the group that even though outover two years. He was drafted
standing progress had been made
January 27. 1944, and went overduring the last few years in the
seas in April, 1944. His three
use of improved farm practices,
brothers, James Rudy, Joe H. and
there was still an urgent need for
B. C. Allbritten, were recently dismore participation of farm operatcharged from the army. They are
building
and
ors in the use of soil
the sons of Mr .and Mrs. Rudy
land conservation practices made
available by the AAA and Soil
Conservation Service, if the productivity of the farm land in the
purchase counties was to be maintained and more legumes and
grasses made available for carrying
of productive livestock in order
that West Kentucky could assume
its, rightful place in competition
with heavy livestock producing
areas of the North and West.
It was outlined that. many 'farmers have often shied away from
an initial outlay 'of a few hundred dollars for a farm pond. terraces, lime or phosphate, improved
sires or some other recommended
practice that would be in the tong
run bring in income much greater
than the investment simply because the credit available to them
did not run for a long enough
period. Extension Service studies
show that a dollar invested in soil.
improvement may return as much
as $1.80 over•a two-year period.
W. F. Hilliard. Secretary-Treasurer,
of the local association, pointed out
with a set of charts that Production Credit Associations in Kentucky arrange their loans to take
cmae
rn
etsof many of these improve.
The 'meeting was presided over
by John F. HUM assistant fo the
general agent, farm Credit Administration, Louisville. The vaprogram
rious agencies on the
were represented as follows: AAA,
Crate Boyd, ihairman of Graves
county AAA:- xtension Service. E.
J. Kilpatrick, assistant state agent.
LexingtorT:—Vocational AgricultUre,
B. G. Moore, assistant state supervisor. Department of Vocational
Natulturs, Frankfort; Soil Conservation Service, Norman Terry.
district conservationist, Mayfield;
REA, George Knight, manager of
West Kentucky REA; Valley County of Kentucky Co-ops, B. W. Edmonds, general manager, Murray:
West Kentucky iPurebred Livestock Breeders Association. Robert
Perry, field secretary, Murray; Production Credit Corporation, Howard Gerelaugh. vice-president, Production Credit Corporation, Louis-

Welcome Home

on

MOTHER'S DAY
MAY 12
••

tice Thursday to change office
hours from Tuesday and Wednesday to Saturday morning from 212 each week.
Use our ciassulea
get the business.

das--rhey

AN ANNOUNCEMENT...
TO THE PUBLIC:

About 212 farm homes in Carlisle county have been wired for
electricity
in
the
past
three
months.

I am now able to efficiently handle
your needs

Start In BuiMeas
No Investment Required

Watch this paper for our formal
announcement

Good territory open. Customers
waiting. Many established routes
open, or you can start your own
route near home. Over 140 farm
necessities, nationally known quality products. Many dealers cleaning up $12 to $15 daily. Start on
our capital. Big year 'round profits.
Best time to start is now. Rush
name for free facts.

MAX H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL
HOME

Dept. 16

PHONE 98

CORNER FIFTH and ELM

H. C. Whitmer Co.
Columbus, Ind.

CAPITOL THEATRE
4 BIG DAYS:

•

SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

What's evertfbody
howling about?
only a if- alarm

sure fire, lauqh
riot!

-a-

Its the latest and
the greatest of all
the "Road"Shows.

The following farm leaders attended from Calloway county:
Howard Bennett, vocational ag-,
riculture instructor. Almo; Oscar
Corbin, vocational agriculture instructor. Kirksey; B. W. Eilmonds.
general manager, Valley County of
Kentucky Co-ops: James Ervine.
vocational agriculture instructor.
Hazel; S. V. Foy, county agent; R.
K. Kelley, county soils assistant;
.Robert Perry. field secretary. West
Livestock
Kentucky
15urebred
Association; Carmon
Breeders
Parks,- vocational agriculture instructor: Hazel; J. H. Walston. voinstructor,
agriculture
cational
Kirksey; Q. D. Wilson, chairman
AAA committee; Milton Walston,
vocational agriculture. instructor,
Almo.

Remember -Her-

Allbritteu.
WELFARE OFFICE HOURS.
Cleo M. Scarbrough, F he, 708
•
CHANGED
•
West Main street and Edward Allbritten, S 2-e, 203 East Poplar,
The Department of Welfare, diwere discharged at Great Lakes, vision of Public Assistance office,
III. April 29.
on 3rd floor of south east corner of
T-5 Chilies H. Black was dis- court how.e. received official nocharged from the Army May 2 and
is at home with his wife on Route.
1.

Welcome to Allurray,
New Residents
C—L. Williams. 1101 Main Street
Bernice Hughes. 408 North Tliird
Street.
Murray, Boat Company, •East
Highway.
Buford* Barrow, 811 Sycamore
Street.
Charles Montgomery. 304 South
Fourth Street:Charles C. Lancaster. Twelfth
and Sycamore Streets.
Mrs. William 0. Spencer. 605

VISIT OUR STORE AND SELECT
"THE PERFECT GIFT"

• Hats
•

• Dresses

Join in the songfest
with

Bing'n' Bots'n' Dottie!
"Welcome to My Dream"
"Personality"
"Put It There, Pal"
"Ifs Anybody's Spring"
and more and
more and morel

That Nagging
, Backache

• Bags

• •
May Warn of Disordered

• Chenille Spreads

kidne3 Action

• Luncheon Cloths
• Bath Sets

Draper & Darwin Stores
Murray, Ky.

208 East Main Street

•

DOAN'S PILLS

••

•

Modeen life with its hurry and worry,
Irregular habits, .Improper eating and
drisking---ita risk of exposure and infection—throws heavy strain on t he soak
of the kidneys. They are apt to become
nver-taxed and fail to filter excess iteid
and other impurities from the life-givirtg
blood.
You wily 'infer *suing backache,
headache, dizziness, getting up nights,
log pains, swelling--feel constantly
tired, nervous, all worn out. Other signs
Cltkidney or bladder disorder are sanit4
times burning, scanty or too frequent
urination.
Try Doan's Pills. Doan's help the
kidneys to pass off harmful excess body
waste. They have had more than half r
century. of ',Alio approval. Are recom-nenilod Oy grarrf-11 nyer• eV...v.11PM

Produced by Paul JOnes'• Directed by Hal Walker • A Paramount Picture
...S.,.

ADMISSION PRICES . .

- Matinee
34c -Main kloor
30e Balcony
.12t Children

•

MON., TUES. and

SUNDAY
Night
40c Main Floor
34c Balcony
12c Children

Matinee

25e Mtin Floor
Balcony Closed
12c Children

Night
Main Floor
34c Balcony
12C Children—

•

•
fesisr.

ev,!If " 0! .•••••.1....•••-

•

•

raw

COPY FADED
•
••••••••••
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......*••••••••

- ^ ••••••
•

Per-tc ri 5S

•
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FARM FOR SALE - 40 acres, 3
l
acres foie timber, all level, rich
land: 1 1.4 mile from
Murray ..••••••=.
-chool on. South 16th St: school
AUTO NEEDS? We have them. I WANT TO BUY type*kners, addSus route: 5 rooms and bath room.
Come in to see us. Firestone ing machines, ci.sh registers and
plumbing all in except tub. water
used office furniture. -- Kirk A.
Home and Auto Supplies.
in house. fine well; house 3 years
Pool, 509 Main Si, or
ph011t
old: fine shade. Come at once as WANTED- Mattresses to rebuild.
A ANTE1? TO SELL-- One black rOR SALE-If :Ssa gssod f.ii in -;
mule. 15 172 hands high: gentle and need, here is an ideal one. 74! I am leaving-R. A. Jones, owner. We ',soli pick up your old matlp tresses end make them new. works good ans- v.-here. Will sell acres of good bottom land near Murray. Ky..' Route 1.
Paris Mattress Co., G. S. Jackson. STENOGRAPHER WANTED-Must
Cheap-John Armstrong: 11(11.1:e 2.
Tobacco.
said
to
prOCI.
use
the
finest
FOR SALE Good usiso
. See
1 mile east, of Penny.
Mt4c corn and 'tobacco in the county.• FOR SALE--I60-acre farm. 5 mile; 136 E. Washington St ,- Paris. Tenn, produce exceedingly high grade.
Wilson and
Lawrence at 201
tf accurate, attractive work, includGood new house, other improve- from Murray, half mile off high- Phone 979-W. day phone 3
Maple St before yeu .sell orway on Coles Camp Ground road;
ments. Also smaller farm of 50_
ing neat and consistent typing and
trado We have many good used NOW IS THE TIME TO SCREEN
ii-rooin house. stoek barn. Wi:I KEMP MOVING COMPANY opcars _at guaranteed ceiling prices. your house. Keep slut . disease- acres of. good land.. in the Stone. sell al together or in tracts of 40 erates in more than nalf of the coriec) spelling. Intelligence, alertness, interest in work required for
Home SchoolHouse community for sale
Wilson & Lawrence. Used Cars. carryin:7 flies Firestone
United States. Van Service. Orto 60 acres. See Orvis Cain at
Both places_are priced to sell bethis job. Pleasant conditions, in- 101 - Maple Street,lp and Atrte-Supplies.
erates
in
Arkansas,
Kentucky,
3011 Statics, Murray Rt. 2. . Ml6p
teresting work. 40-hour week.
cause the owner is away from
- Tennessee, Georgia, Mississippi,
-•--Phone 888 for appointment.
lc
FOR SALE-20 head of strictly FOR SALE-Good sized round dim- this county and will make a sac- FOR .SALE -One building lot on
Alabama, North Carolina, South
first class work mules from four ire table. walnut, good conclititifi7 rifice in price. Small amount of Hazel Highway just outside city Carolina,
Missouri, Virginia. Florto seven years old- W. D. Mc-Mrs. W. G Wilkinson. 412 South Cash and goisel note required. For 1:mitswith enough of all kinds. of ida. Illinois. Indiana. Iowa, Louis- WANTED TO RENT,an unfurnishA
•
' •
IC further information, See Mr. or lumber for a house. including dry iana, Maryland, Michigan, New ed house or apartment; no chilMrs. George Hart.
tf lurinessr for ceilins and hardwood Jersey. New York, Ohio, Oklaho- dren; permanent---Dr. J. M. Conflooring: also windows. etc. Lot is sma, Psnnsylvania, Texas. West verse, phone 442-J.
lc
FOR SALE-- Hobart, Arc We:der. in etty water system and is 100 by
Virginia. District of Cclumbia and
400 amp. *mounted on rubber tire.. 330 feet- Julius Cooper.
1 Deleware. Call 861 Daytime, 966 at WANTED--An experienced operatrailer May be seen at Brown
tor for new College Beauty Shop.
night, Paris, Tenn.
Sept 46
McClain Transfer Co.. Mayfield. FOR SALE--Baby bed. baby buggy.
Call 351-W.
M16p
radio: will sell cheap. See Mrs.
-Ky --W H. Crowder, Jr.. 400 "No
MEMORIALS
lp Calloway County Monument COITI- WANTED--A furnished apartment
6th St.. Mayfield. Ky.
M9e A. Gshtorris in Almo. Ky.
for veteran and wife; no children.
•
pany, Vester A.. Orr, sales mana--- FOR SALE---Oneasak dinsng table, FOR SALE or WILL TRADE for ger. Phone 85. West Main Street Call Mrs. E. A. Lassiter, Phone
516-W.
lp
54x44 inches. and 6 chairs. Call car: One and one-half ton Ford Extended.
461-R.
lp *dump truck. See L. - F..
lc
mond.
REFRIGERATOR SERVICE
FOR SALE-Dwelling honse. 16x36,
Miscellaneous
NEED
OF
'LIGHT
ARE
YOU
IN
Also----feet,. dressi'd poplar. ideal
for t.
have
a.
varied
FIXTURES?
We
camp on lake Can be moved as
HAVE YOUR ANTIQUE OIL lamp
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
Set up
On new TVA road. one selection to suit your taste. Firemade into an electric. Call CorREPAIRED
mile east of Friendship church- stone Home asedituto Supplies,.
nett at Home Service Store Phone
WASHING MACHINES
B E Lovett.,
lp FOR SALE--A modern brick house,
589.--Next door to West End Gro•
tf
HOUSE WIRING
ceryFOR. SALE-Electric refrigerator- just fini -bed. 5 rooms and bath,
•
P.iul Seaford. Sammy's Shop, on hardwood floors, built-in cabinets.
OUT OF CARBON OR TYPE\:orth Main. Benton.
1 p etc; on lot 100x330 .feet: city waBARNET ELECTRICAL &
WRITER RIBBON? Call at the
ter. electricity: quarter mile from'
REFRIGERATION SERVICE
Ledger & Times office supply deFOR SALE- 5-burner oil stove: city limits on Hazel Highway. See
104 N 13th St.
partments
tf
75-1b. metal . ice box, at 414 South Julius Cooper at above place. IP
PRONE 633
tf
Eighth St
lp
RAWLEIGH ROUTE NOW OPEN
FOR SALE-Unique antique piano.
INCREASE YOUR PROFITS WITH
in south and northwest Graves
FOR SALEL-Presvar washing ma- mahogany finish, over 100 years
HELM'S, APPROVED , CHICKS. and Trigg counties. Real Opporchine M good condition, like new. old and still in good conditi.m.
Officially pullorum
controfled-tunity for permanent, profitable
-Garvis Lee. Dexter.
lp Reasonably priced. Call 761-W or
Holder four world records- Ofwork. Start
promptly..
Write
Ic
See it at 1006.West Main St:
ficial records over 300 eggs. Free
FOR SALE-Piano-player, medium
Rawleigh's,
Dept.
KyE-18I-K.
size, copper back. 12 rook music:l FOR SALE-Odd cbairs-1
Brooding Bulletin -- 100 per cent - Freeport, Ill.
lp
5150 May be- seen -at Watson's- and 2 overstuffed with slip covers: live arrival. postpaid - HELM'S
END
TABLES
to fill that empty
MeCanerOs at Kirksey.-Miss. J T
.020-46p
mantel clock; ironing board and CHICKS, Paducah, Ky.
space. Come in and look over our
Cochran _
M16p cover-Mrs. H. E. Wall. 1312 PopSINGER
SEWING
MACHINE
repMRS. W. P. ROBERTS
stock--Firestone Home and Auto
lc
lar, Phone 328-J.
FOR SA I.r r Registered
resentative of Paducah will be in
cocker
Supplies
800 Olive Street
snaniel puppies: located at Camp FOR SALE2-3-burner oil stove Murray each Thursday at the
Telephone 364-J
on Turkey ‘Cieek -Mose Joe Har- and ice box
at FIRESTONE HOME AND AUTO DO YOU NEED A COFFEE TABLE
See them
rell. Golden Pond
Telephone SUPPLY STORE We are equip- to grace your living room? We
1 p 14eyWood's Grocery.
have what you
need-Firestone
I p ped to repair any make machine
Home and Auto Supplies.
Free estimates given; all work
ECONOMY FEED AND
FOR SALE-- Three pair of chil- guaranteed
All calls made prevSEED STORE
rs. size. 2,--sA; Oslo in
dren's
iously will be taken care of promN. 'A
white, one in brown. Worn only
•
t!
ptly. For service call 135.
*two times. Telephones 506-J. lp
HAMMERMILL
SEAT COVERS will help the looks JUST RECEIVED - Shipment of
Custom Grinding and
FOR SALE.--New electric Popcorn
of the family car. Ours are built tricycles. Built to withstand hard
Mixing
Machines. Quick detivery. Write
-for -wear Firestone H
atmerit:Home and
Yeirspont.
Wheeler,
H
Auto Supplie.
Auto Supplies.
lp
Jackson. Tenn.
ileadquarters for
---- ATTENTION FISHERMEN! - We
PURINA FEEDS 8c SEEDs FARNI RECORD BOOKS for SALE
have everything for a perfect afUsesone. and see how records may
Murray Marble & Granite Works ternoon
.0. CHERRY
of fishing.
be easily kept. Price S1.25-LedEast
Maple
St.
near
Depot.
TeleHome and Auto Supplies
II. NIcCUISTON
4,“- St MTC'StI phone 121 Porter White and L. D
tf
Outland. Managers_
•••••=4.

'CLASSIFIED ADS
For Sale

Services Offered

2c per word, minimum charge
35c for 17 words. Terms cash in
advance for each insertion.

Vaq..
te
'
d

so.

I

NOTICE-The annual" meeting of SPECIAL, PRICES ON Innerspring
the Calloway County Fair Asso- Mattresses this week;.30 in. and
ciation will be held in the Coun- 54 in. Call 1291-J. A. M. Bell,
Ip
ty Agent's office on Saturday. Paris, TLiin.
May 18, at 2 p.m. Two directors
JUST RECEIVED-Birth announcewill be elected and 'several other
ments; pink, blue or white ribitems of business are to be passed
tf
ton-.-Ledger & Times.
on. Anyone in Calloway County,
either farmer or business man, if
interested in the progress of the
Fair AilsKi_ation, is given a cordial invitatioq
,
!o attend.
M16c
TWO ROOMS and GARDEN FOR
RENT. See Mrs. Sam. Bolen at
lp
Boone's Laundry.
ADMINISTRATOIK NOTICE

a

For Rent

All persons having claims" ainst
the estate of H. I. Neely, dece
are requested to prove their clainsis
as required under the statutes, and
file with me at once-- Sam Boyd
Neely. executor of the estate of
H. I. Neely, deceased.
M23c

Mr. and Mrs. ler Springmeyer,
St. Louis, who ere recently marare spending their honeymoon
fhoMurray at the National Hotel.
These-4,1re friends of Mr. and Mrs.
Raymoitt. Ross. who have returned
to Calloway to make their home.

MOTHER'S DAY

IS PLANT DAY

Geraniums
$1.00
Kivdrangeas
.
...... $3.25 up
Combination Pots
. $2.25 up
Gardenia Plants .
. $5.00
Bedding Plants
Coleus
Petunias
Ageratums
Snapdragons
Ferns and other plants

•

PRICED RIGHT

Murray Nursery,. Florist
& Gift Shop

You need only knew how to knit and part to make the smart and
serviceable knitted suit shown above as pictured in the February issue
of Gri•si Housekeeping magazine in a very short time.

Notices
-rreeitoo-

129

MONUMENTS

Firestone

STREAML1t4ED WRECKER SERVICE. New equipment, 24-hour,
fast, dependable Wrecker Service
Charges reasonable. Day phone
97. Night phone 424-Porter Motory Company, Chevrolet Sales and
Service.
tf

Fresh Ear Corn, per ear
7c
Fresh Tomatoes, pound
26c
Home Grown English Peas, lb.
15c
Fresh Green Beans, lb.
17c
Carrots, bunch
10c
Del Monte Peaches, 1 lb. 13c or can 31c
8 oz. Dill Pickles
13c
8 oz. Sweet Mixed Pickles
13c
Welch's Grape Juice
28c
Vegetable Sweet Relish
25c
Del Monte Pineapple Juice
42c
Del Monte Sliced Pineapple, 46 ozs. 31c
Marshmallows, package
10c
Pure Cherry and Apple Jelly, lb. jar 26c
Purple Plum Jam, jar
35c
White Karo Syrup, bottle
18c
Venice Maid Spaghetti with Cheese 1§c:
Pork and Beans, can
12C-,
f,
1
Clothes Pins, 10 for
20c
Fresh Dressed Fryers, lb.
62e
Beef Roast, lb.
30c
Krey's Sausage, lb.
38c
Tenderized Ham, center-cut lb
55c
Weiners, lb.
35c
WE HAVE EVERYTHING YOU NEED

-

FOR PICNICS -

PAPER rLATE,
.
PAPER

TOWEla‘4, and
‘PKINS

PLENTY OF PARKING SPACE

HUMPHREYS'
GROCERY
Telephone 9115
Located 12th and Sycamore Streets

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
from fare, arms, and legs by the
modern method of Electrolysis approved by. physicians. Thls
method k" permanent a n d painless. Cyrene Williams, RN,, Phone
10.-W
S28

ATTENTION FARMERS' &
STOCKMEN - Dead horses.

14;
SAVE MONEY ON THESE VALUES
Lettuce, nice size
10c
New Potatoes, 3 lbs.
20c
Grape Fruit, seedless, 2 for
15c
Raisins, Delmonte Seedless, 15 oz. 15c
Wheaties, Two 8-oz. pkgs.
25c
Pet or Carnation Milk, Tali can . . . 10c
Tea, Liplonit,•quarter pound
30c
Catsup, Delmonte, 14 OZ.
22c
Tangerine Juice, No. 2 can
25c
Jelly, 2-lb. can
23c
Mackerel, tall can
18c
Orange Juice, 46-oz. can
47c
Mops, 12-oz.
45c
Butter, pound
56c
Bacon, Grade-A, lb.
42c
Ham,Tenderized, center slices, lb.. 51c
Lard, Pure Hog, 1-1b.,carton
75c
I ))IZ I\G IN YOUR cOUNTRY
PRODUCE

WHITE FRONT
GROCERY
Jim Kee

Tel. 672

J. 0. Parker

cows and hogs removed promptly.
tree of charge in steel bed trucks.
Call collect. Phone 59I-Mr Eira
Vance. Murray. Ky.. agent for Ky.
-Animal By-Products Co.
tf
POST WAR. As soon as available
we will have a complete line of
Westinghouse Electrical Appliance,
also complete line of Gas appliances to be used with Shellane Bottled Gas, Purdom Hardware, North
5th Street.
DESTROY TERMITES - Free inspection. All work guaranteedFrank McKinney.' 618 East South
Street, Mayfield, Icy, Telephone
337-R,
M16p
QNE OF OUR TABLE LAMPS
will , light that dark corner and
make your rooms more attractive
--Firestone' Home and Auto Supplies

Lost and Found
LOST Whde pointer bird dog with
brown head and ears, about one
year old Reward
Finder notify
kettle Pitman. Concord
_M_16p
LOST--My purse last Thursday between my home and Five Points.
Reward if returned intact-- Mrs.
-C, L. Sharborough phone 154.
1
FOR SA-LE-Baby buggy-704 West
Main, Tc:sphone 212.
lp
FOUND-Bicycle. Owner may obtaih same by identifying it at the
City Hall.
1p
- Approximately 200 acres will be
planted- to cticuinbers in %is)
county this spring:
_-

FOR SALE
Have 3 nevi LEJ,ST Electric Outboard Motors Cosi wholesale $37.00
cash: retail for $49.50 each.
All
motors brand new, never used.
Will sell for $40 each, or the THREE
for $105.00.
See Them at
LEE'S SERVICE STATION
Hardin Kentucky

Fresh Corn, ear

CHURCHILL
DOWNS. Louisville, Ky.:--Assault, a chip-off-the-of- -Texas. stiosk hghtning
on the stretch of Churchill Downs
to win the Kentucky Derby like
his daddy did -and the greatest
crowd in American racing history
old block from the wide open
nw him do it

Lanky. corne-from-5ehind
Assault found a hole to slide through
at the -head of thequarter - mite- -stretch of heartbreak highway. He 46'
then just came home swinging on
the bit, by eight lengths. the first
Texas bred - and-born - and-owned
three year old ever to win the run
fir the r...e,

WE'RE COURTEOUS:

Sc

OUR STORE IS
NEAT,

Fresh Tomatoes,
20c
pound
White Onions,
3 pounds

OUR

SERVICE
GREAT,

OUR STOCK
COMPLETE.
/

25c

Green Beans, lb. 15c
•••••••••

BANANAS, Ripe, pound
VANILLA WAFERS, 10-ounce package
Lettuce,-large heads,
23c
2 for

11c
15c
Bagwell Strawberry
Jam, pint jar
45c

Sunshine
CHEEZ-IT
6-oz. pkg., 12(

California Oranges,
25c
dozen

White Flour,
24-113. bag
$1.45

Pure Apple Jelly,
27c
pint jar

Creamery Butter,
55c
pound

• PEACHES, No. 2' 2 can in Syrup, can
FRYERS, Full Dressed, Home Grown, pound

•

28c
63c

Oa. 00
FRANKS, large, lb.
WEINERS, small, lb.

34c

SAUSAGE, pure pork, lb. 31c

.39c

COTTAGE CHEESE, lb. 21c

BOLOGNA fine flavor, lb 29c
SALAMI, lb:

45c

-

CHEESE, Hoop, lb.

41c

Spiced LUNCH MEAT lb. 55c

V'

ECONOMY SELF SERVICE
STILL THE BUSIEST PLACE IN TOWN
Rudolph Thurman, Owner

Telephone 130
e

,
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SECTION TWO — FOUR PAGES

"A letter from home" to those here and far
away — from friends in„Calloway County — A
place of good neighbors and progressive citizens

6
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Dr. R. H. Woods To Confer Degrees May 27
For His First Time At Murray State College

FOR
len at
'p

Barry Bingham and
Dr. Hill Listed
As Speakers

neyer,
marymoon
Hotel.
I Mrs.
turned
)ome.
•-‘

Dr. Ralph H. Woods. president
of Murray State College, will present, on May 2'7, for the first time
since becoming chief executive
here, degrees to Murray graduates
in a formal cornmencement. program.
The date for the graduation exercise has been changed from the
customary Thursday or Friday to
Monday this year in order to make
it possible for guests to visit Murray and to attend the baccalaureate services and the commencement program on successive days.
Barry Bingham, president of
the Louisville Times and CourierJournal, Louisville, will deliver

the commencement address- Monday night, May 27, at 8 o'clock.
The Rev. John L. Hill, Nashville,
Tenn., editor of the Broadman
Press and religious lecturer, will
give the baccalaureate sermon Sunday afternoon, May 26, at 3 o'clock.
Sixty-two seniors have applied
for degrees, Mrs. Cleo Gillis Hester, registrar, reported this week.
Dr. Woods is the fourth president
who will have conferred degrees
at Murray State. His three predecessors have been Dr. John W.
Carr, first president and president
emeritus: Dr. Rainey T. Wells,
founder of the college and second president; Dr. James H. Richmond, deceased president.
The commencement on May 27
will be the 23rd annual graduation
program in the history of the college.
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PLUMBING
.and .
REPAIRING

RECIPE OF THE
WEEK

A hearty main dish which takes
file place of meat is made of hard
We Can Do All Types ,of cooked eggs and vegetables in a
ervam sauce. Served on fried corn
Plumbing and Repairing
meal mush, it is a combination
which the entire family will enjoy.
We will appreciate your
Miss Florence Imlay, food specialbusiness
ist at the Kentucky College of4Ariculture and Home Economics, suggests this receipe:
Eggs a la Mai
6 hard cooked eggs
1 cup peas
1 cup carrots
14 cup celery
2 tablespoons chopped onion
teaspoon salt „
scorr FITTS R. C. CHANOLIER 4Sa tablespoons butter or
1100 West Poplar
Panne 630
fortified margarine

For Your Plumbing
Needs Call

FITTS & CHANDLER

vp

and
Issue

As-

trough
ay. He Sling on
e first
owned
le run

Painting Your Car
Is Our Business
Nothing can give your
"alai bus" that shiny, now
spring look like one of our
super paint jobs.
Finest
quality paints used; work
done by experts. Reasonable prices.

•

12 GIRLS, 12 BOYS
ARE NAMED FOR
BODY BEAUTIFUL

Mrs. J. D.Wilford
Nurses Greer Gr6n

Mrs. J. D. Wilford, nee Rebecca
Sykes a registered nurse formerly
of Mason Hospital .is reported to
. be nursing Greer Gerson who narrowly escaped drowning when she
was swept into the sea by a sudden high wave along , the rock
coast of Carmel. Calif., where she
was working on a new. picture.
. Mrs. Wilford is nursing Miss
Gerson in the Monterey hospital in
California. Mr. Wilford. a chaplain in the army, is expected to
receive a discharge soon, and he
and Mrs. Wilford will be in Murray by June 15.

Two Clubs Complete
Plans* for Carnival
On May 24,25

VETS HOUSING
ASSIGNED MURRAY
STATE COLLEGE

21 NAMED ON ALL-TIME FOOTBALL
SOUAD AT MURRAY STATE COLLEGE

Brown. 46, is a native of rttion
John Young Brown •I county
and attended Centre
Anngunces For
lege and the University of KenSenate Nomination 'lucky law school.
I
LEXINGTON, Ky., May 6_-State
Rep. John Young brown of Lexington today formally announced
his candidacy for the Democratic
nomination to the U. S. Senate in
the August primary.
statement, Brown
In a press
said:
"In order to dispel all doubt
concerning my intentions in' the
coming senatorial primary, I now
formally and finally announce my
candidacy for U. S. senator.
"Four times in the past I have
served in ‘a legislative capacity;
three times in the state legislature,
in one session as speaker of the
House; and once in Congress during the first-Seem of President
Roosevelt. In all of those legislative assemblies even my opponents
will admit that I was a capable
legislative representative.

He has been an attorney for the
United Mine Workers of America (AFL, and generally has had
the support of labor in his other
races.
He served in Congress during
1933-34 when he was elected as a
state-at-large .representative.
In 1939, he lost a bitter gubernatorial primary campaign to Keen
Johnson.
Still to be heard from formally
in the primary contest are Philip
P. Ardery, Frankfort attorney;
former governor — Keen Johnson,
Richmond: John A. Whitaker..Russellville, and Ben Kilgore, Franklin, all of whom have been reported as probable-candidates.

By JOHN FETTERMAN
Twenty years of football have been played at Murray State College
and the College News, with the assistance of 13 men who have followed
the teams over the entire period, has named a squad of 21 players to
the Official College News All-Time Squad.
These judges were carefully selected in order to obtain a fair comparison of the 288 Thoroughbreds who have lettered in football during
this period. From the Murray coaching staff we were advised by Coach
Carlisle Cutchin, who mentored the 'Breds from 1925 to 1930 and who
was director of athletics from 1925 to 1940, and Coach John Miller. who
has been of the Murray coaching staff since 1930. Preston "Ty" Holland,
coach of the Murray High School basketball and football team, also
helped in selecting this squad. E. J. "Dad" Trail and Eugene Hughes
were asked to voice the opinion of the Murray boosters. tdd Kellow,
Paducah Sun-Democrat; Ri.lph Wear, Murray Ledger & Times; and
Austin Adkinson. Paris Post-Intelligencer, represented the press. There
were four men Oil the' campus, Prof. L. J. Hortin, Prof. A. Carman.
Print Finishing and
Charles "Gabby" Gibbs, and B. J. Hoffman, who helped the College
Developing
News recall the performances of some of the 'old timers" and compare
them with more recent players. The opinion of Lt. Don S. Brumbaugh,
College News sports statistician, was taken into consideration. Coach
"In the halls of the U. S. Senate
James Moore, who recently returned from the Navy to assunig the I shall continue to fight the battles
203 SOUTH SIXTH ST.
coaching reins at Murray, also provided the College News with inval- of the common people."
'Phone 387
uable assistance.
The Squad:
ENDS: Woodrow Simmons, Charleston, Mo.: Jack Haines. South Bend,
Ind.; Jim Miller, Morley, Mo.; and William B. Slater,. Chatsworth,
Calif.
TACKLES: Pete Gudauskas, GeOrgetown, Ill.; Herman "Ham" Morris, Georgetown, Ill.; Clovis Wallis, Farmington; and George Speth,
Buffalo, N. Y.
GUARDS: Elmer "Mut" Cochran, Paducah; Lacey Downey, Paducah;
Joe Mullins, Humboldt. Tenn.; and Auburn Wells, Murray.
SAVE UP TO 40 per cent ON FUEL
CENTERS: Norman McKenzie, Jackson, Tenn.; Carroll W. Hardin..
IN WINTER
Jellico; and James "Pganuts" Johnson, Clay.
BACKS: Walter "Bull" Wells, Murray: Cecil Kent, Henderson, Tenn.;
Johnnie Underwood, IsL:wman, III.; Harlan Brodie, Batesville, Ark.;
low Is the time to weatherstrip doors and windowMcRavea, Marston, MO.; and Howard Allen, NashClaude
, with ALL METAL WEATHERSTRIPPING
ville, Tenn.

V
Twelve' girls and 12 boys have
been nominated as candidates for
the "Body Beautiful" contests to be
featured at the Water Carnival at
Murray State on May 24, 25.
In a joint meeting of the "M"
Club and the Physical Education
Club. April 24, the members heard
"Murray State Teachers college
a report on the first practice for at Murray, Ky.. has been assigned
the Water Carnival.
50 additional temporary family
Coach Roy Stewart said that he dwelling units, of if preferred, 2
was very pleased with the turnout dormitory units in place of each
of swimmers and also with the family unit, for the use of student
enthusiasm that the students dis- veterans." announced Charles B.
L.awretice, Jr., director, Region
played.
After the meeting was adjourned VIII, Federal Public Housing AuStreet,
and refreshments had been passed thority, 2073 East Ninth
out, Coach Stewart showed a shoat Cleveland, Ohio.
movie entitled, "Daredevils on Ice."
This new assignment is made
U depicted scenes of ice skating, possible through'recent federal legskiing, ice-boating, and several islation
additional
authorizing
other outdoor winter sports.
funds for the veterans' temporary
A complete list of body beautiful housing program. These funds win
candidates was decided on and enable the FPHA to assist educthey are as follows:
tional institutions and local comGirls
munities to provide temporary ac
COrdelia Burkeen, Dexter
commodations for families of vetman at the heating plant at the
Carolyn Carter, Murray
erans and servicemen and for
college.. Mr Scherffius stated that
Ruth Melton, Dresden, Tenn.
single veterans attending • educaone hen, older than the rest,
Ann Littleton. Murray
tional institutions. The program
couldn't take the strain, and died
Mary lakuise Geveden, Bardwelr is a cooperative one in which the
A half dozen hens had a night early the next morning after her
Doris Strhaling, Norris, Tenn.
government will move, convert and
Mary Katherine Alsobrook, Ala- reerrct the housing on sites furn- out roaming recently but-.,not on
trip to the stadium. Mr. Fuqua.
mo,Tenn.
ished and pared by the college. the loose. One couldn't stand the en employee of Riley s Grocery
short
died
a
gave
up
and
and
pace
Carolyn Nelson, Rockford, Ill.
have
the
rewill
college
The
too, missed the chickens from the
Thelma Aubrey, Buechel
sponsibility for managing the pro- time after being ,rescued from her roost at his home on Lynn Grove
is
the
That
,
accompanist
..
.
Murray
`s,,
male
Farris,
Jo Anne
ject as long as the housing is
Highway May 1. According to rePatricia Riddick, Paducah' 'needed by veterans, and for its story told by B. F. Scherffius, ports, the chicken thief left sdme
Murray
State
Mildred Vance Gibson, Paducah-- disposition at the end of the emer- night watchman of
good clues behind that may lead
College.
Boys
gency.
to his a rri,t
Don Squder, *MTh Bend, Ind.
Scherffius, on his regular
-The new isignment of 60 fam—Hector IDUeTlette-.—Lrin, Mass.
ily dvierfing units is in addition W 'beat April 30 near the Radium.
Tom Toon, Fancy Farm
an assignirticnt of 33 family dwell- heard a noise that led him to
Bob Healy, Lynn. Mass,
ing units allocated last fall, most the press box. Flashing his
Bud Dubia, Murray
of which are now completed and he found a couple of army blanRollie' Jennings, Paducah
occupied by married student veter- kets and six hens on the floor.
Jobs Alexander. HMOS _
ans, and 17 trailers. which are The fowls were •Iying quietly with
Tom Walker, Brownsville, Tenn. now being moved to the college their legs tied together. The perBobby Clark. Mayfield
campus. It is hoped that thhs1otal son who had them in his possesNeal Hobart, Henderson
of 110 temporary family dwelling sion, fled before Mr. Scherffius arTodd Yates, Princeton
units will assist the college in' ived and left the chickens and
those student 'veterans
housing
James Collie, Murray
e bedding to the finder.
whose needs are most pressing," • Mr. Scherffius carried the chickSTORY REUNION SET/ added Mr. Lawrence.
ens to his home, kept them three
FOR MAY 12
days and found the rightful ownThe Story family will have the
er: Marshall Fuqua. who is fireFork
West
reunion at
annual
Day.
All
Church May 12, Mother's
This Mother'S Day is sad and lone,
friends, members of the family,
For Mother ais.- forever gone.
and any others who want' to atSister's spirit 10) has fled,
tend, are invited. Music and talks
And yet I will not say they're
will be held in the afternoon. 'There
toe. No waiting
,.,
dead.
will be a basket dinner at noon.
Ye, it I. triie. there is A •afe,
They have but crosses where grief ist...;,..,
hatoilcits, meihi ated liquid called
OLLIEZINX licit dries up pimples.
and pain
overnight as it acts lo loosen and rcrnove
•••••
4 tablespoons flour
ugly blackhesd• 1 how who followed
Can never trouble them again.
and am-1,,s1
directions
tile
I cup milk
iostr,isen t y
And now I know they wait for me
. retiring were amazingly surp,
',reared,
dim
!Gam their priMpi.and Mat Ithead•had
and
1 cup vegetable liquid
When froni life's lessons I am free. These umera enthimcmtically praise Klemm
—
embarrassed
ri.1111 they are no longer
WILY
Cook the vegetables in a small
clear
(Daughter and Sister)
their
with
happy
now
are
and
U.S Kerenex. II OtIP •11amount of boiling, salted water.
Mrs. Lucille Harris Spiceiand tomplesiono
Wir
tion tiom not !satisfy, you irt
Woman bed. Ask lor
Drain and save liquid. Make a
011keewee today, owe.
white sauce of the butter, flour.
Baths county hal surpassed its
I milk and vegetable liquid. Add goal of 600 4-H 'club members and
the quartered hard cooked eggs has a total of 696.
412 Main St.
Tel. 111
!llnd vegetables . to the white sauce
and serve on fried mush.
Menu: „Eggs a la king on fried
mush, string beans, spring salad,
rhubarb
and
oatmeal
baked
cookies.

DONELL STUDIO

BEAT THE HEAT

By Installing Rock Wool in Your Attic

CALL US FOR FREE ESTIMATE'

Hens Had A
Night Out!

NO OBLIGATION
•

PENNEL INSULATORS & ROOFERS
CALL HOTEL NATIONAL
for Cromwell
Home Office:
3449 Mayflower. Memphis. Tenn.

/
1
4.

In Memory

BRING YOUR CAR IN TO US FOR
THAT NEEDED SPRING
PAINT-UP JOB
• General Car Repair
• Body Jobs
• Painting
C

49.

,....

Wallis Drug Co.

so
,

BUCK'S BODY SHOP

IC

....... ar

South 9th and Hazel Highway

Ray Buckingham

UNEXCELLED PREMIUM
MOTOR 011...7#.kpofeo

IC

MORE LINES TO

Notice to Persons Interested
in Growing Popcorn!

HANDLE
MORE CALLS
All 0,,-r the South, telephone men are hard at work
expanding facilities to handle
a greater %olunte of long
dixtance calls.

Pailer Seed Company, Murray, Kentucky, is interested in contracting fifteen hundred (1,500) acres of popcorn to be grown during the 1.946 growing season.

ete

•

TOP-FLITE is the word for the quality, the
performance, the service of New aviation-type
.13-X Motor Oil. Only the "heart cut" of the
crude is used for higher heat-resistance, less
vaporization loss, high film strength, better
lubrication! The patented solvent-process does
not destroy its rich, smooth "natural" oiliness.

More long dirtarice
now go through ar you hold
the wire. Service general!, ia
'
Ve still
getting better. but I•e
a good way to go before we
get bark to the pre-war titailidard of rerr ice.

Our contract will call for YELLOW popcorn; and the
planter must use No. 38 Purdue Hybrid Seed. We are in
a position to furnish such segd now.
Purdue Hybrid will produce from one-third (1-3) to
one-half (1-2) more per acre than the old type seed popcorn. This seed should produce corn of the value of Seventy Five ($75.00) Dollars to One Hundred ($100.00)
Dollars per acre; and does not require any more cultivation than ordinary field corn.
If interested in contracting to grow some of this corn,
see us within the next few days, as contracts are being
taken now.

Once we catch up with
that, we'll keep right out going
and try to make the record
etc's better.
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE
1ND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

a

siporated

• MINIMIZES OXIDATION
• MINIMIZES SLUDGE
• NON-CORROSIVE
• HIGH VISCOSITY INDEX
• HIGH HEAT-RESISTANCE
•CLEANS AS IT LUBRICATES
p.

STAMINIZED

30?

FOR GREATER PROTECTION
New D-X Motor Oil ha greater
strength to resist oxidation and
corrosion—to minimize dangers of sledging and
metal-pitting. Sold on a Money-Back Guarantee.

maxedbrnmarr PMOLZUM CORPORATION

1

2 I. IC

ota,,- sigalik

PARKER SEED CO.

"

.

v

Murray, Kentucky s •

THESE PRODUCTS CAN BE OBTAINED FROM

Red and White Service Station

Harry Cole
Distributor

601 South Fourth Street

Phone 9103

•

5.

COPY FADED
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Harris Grove News

LETTERS TO EDITOR

PUBLISHED BY THE t ALLOWAI PUBLISHING COMPANY
Consolidation of The Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times. and The
Times-Herald, Oct. 20, 1928. and The West Kentuckian, Jan. 17, 1942.

THURSDAY. MAY 9, 1946

Cooperative Film
Library Planted
at Murray State

FAMILY GARDENS

THURSE

•

'
Farmers in these parts are well
,
Grand Rivers, Ky. Timm I was just a boy: but in a ahead with their farm work. Lots
TriE FAMILY- PLANTING A
I few years we became close friends. of tobacco was set the past week
Box 43
'et
VEGETABLE GARDEN - NOT ONLY
W. PERCY WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
-April 9. 1946 Billy Wear was one of the finest and some corn planted. We farm1,7h
"Cooperative Film Library" for
143
TAKES CARE OF ITS OWN NEEDS.1h
MRS_ GEORGE HAUT. EDITOR
The Ledger & Times
men I ever knew. If the earth was ers are enjoying the nice weather
Murray. Kentucky
BUT HELPS TO RELEASE FOOD
olt‘h
West Kentucky high schools and
we
30
'
peopled
are
having
with
as
such
men,
we
can
take
there
Published Every Thdreday Noon at 10.3 North Fourth St. Murray. Ity.
Dear Mrs. Hart:
•
-would not be nearly one-half the our time about putting out crops
Murray State College will be estates
WHICH CM SAVE STARVING PEOPLES
Entered at the Post Office. Murray, Kentucky, for Transmission as
lished with the college as distribEnclosed you will, find a check people on the verge of starvation, and put them in right. The last
THROLISHOUT nia WORLD.,
Second Class Matter.
uting center this fall. Dr. Ralph H.
Itir the renewal of my subscrip- and the boasted U.S.A. would `not two yeaes were really trying on
every one.
Woods, president, announced today
note' and also an attempt at a elnie*Ii. a leash. h'
Subacription Rates:--In Calloway and Adjoining Counties,
htdton Parks, who lives on the
The only good thing our rulers
following a conference of school
pc in that was inspired by the
$200 a Year. In Kentucky. 12.50, Elsewhere. UM,
Annual Louisville Conference of have elone was to require more of Nix Harris farm. planted 20 acres
executives here Wednesday. May 1.
,$1 00 per year to Servhee Men Anywhere.
the Womates Society of Christian the wheat be put into tht flour. of corn laat. week. He is farming
Under the proposed plan, each
Service held at Owensbore the True it is not so white but it is with a Ford tractor and says it is
school will .huy four educational
far
ahead
nouriehing,
of
"Old
Bob.
which
last week in _March. The theme
cannot be said
classroom films to be poolehl with
Elmo Fain also is driving a horse
'Peace Though His Cross" Was of the bleached white flour, and
the college ax ,distributor kid ,detno, had known thee'Were do- ot a different color. I think he
explained •magnifichntly by speakpository. A list of films will be
ors from home and also foreign ing a good thing they might not gets out early just to wake up the
THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATIOi
submitted by the various schools
rest of the neighborhood.
fields, but the central idea was have done it..
AUDIT BUREAU OF CIRCULATIONS
to assist in the selection of those
•
Thurston Furches has been disWith all the CIO. PAC, Sidney
that peace' begins at home an the
of educational nature, M. 0. WrathWe reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor, hi arts
of mothers. An ideal per- Hillman. etc, our backs are to the charged from the 'Navy. and is
Cr, committee coordinator, said
m. Public Voles items which in our opinicn is not for the best interest
„n exemplifying this thought is wall while the Communists are back on his farm pushing the old
ef our readers,
today.
over
Case
the
ground. We hope
my grandmother. Mrs._ C. G. Jones working like beavers-as never
A steering committee to formufor him the best of luck.
ot Nashville, to whom this poem before.
late plans was chosen Wednesday
The wheat and oats are looking
is dedicated. I truly feel that the
But enough for this time.
Homemakers Clubs Make Contributions
as. follows: Gladstone
Koffman,
very promising.
We are due a
;he/omen's touch" is. contacting the
Sincerely.
Hopkinsville; Miles Meredith, Pa"When greater perils men inviron.
good crop as we all lost money on
world, and with God's guidance.
R. M. Hamlin
ducah; W. F. McGary, Barlow. The
last year's.
Then %%omen shoe a front of Iron:
great wonders can be accomplishcollege will send three films each
Marvin Parks has a new stock
7618,
1 California Ave.
And tentic in their manner. they
week to each participating school.
Huntington Park, Calif. barn under construetion. He will
MOTHER'S LOVE
Do bold things in a quiet way.",
-Betty Zane.
The college committee named to •
May I. 1946 have,aalenty of room for those
The love within a mother's heart
assist in the plans includes C. M.
black cattle next winter, and plenDear Lochie: h
Lit by the spark from God
While men were in great perils of tht. last war, the
Graham, chairman; Dr. A. M. Wolfs
Enclosed please find $300 P.O. ty eh loft room for hay.
women of Calloway County were doing their part here in Burns with =ceasing radiant glows
son, Dr. W. E. Blackburn, Roy
The R.E.A. menr were in the
And spreads through paths un- Order for Ledger and Times for
cadet way. Through the records of the County Home- '
trod.
Stewart, Mrs, John Rowlett, Dr.
1 year. Have been out here six neighborhood last week staking out
makers Clubs, led 1)y Miss Rachael Rowland, demonstraC. S. Lowry, A. Carman, Miss
months -and guess Ill - probably a new line to be built. We have
tion agent. it was learned that the members of the nine or- That
Bethel Fite, arid M. 0. Wrather.
ilay some time longer, so. natural- had our houses wired for elecintense love radiates afar,
ganizations here had done their part in the war emerThose present for the cenference
ly. I miss the home pater. ; Can tricity a year.
As waves on sea and air:
.
You people around Murray had
gency by staring foods, reclaiming old furniture. and And ripples outward everymore h:erd,ly wait until a copy areives.
Wednesday included: J. 0. Lewis.
better
get
high
in
and
over
put
Hope,
every
one there is o.k.
working discarded materials and feed sacks into attracMayfield: Gladsteme Koffman, HopThen through ettrnity.
that road maintainer job. We in
Sincerely.
kinsville; Sam Pollock, Madisontive clothing. These women took an active part in salSwarm
have
running.
ours
A blind
Mrs. Willie Wells
ville; E. F. Blackburn, Caldwell
vage drives. Red Cross contributions and sewing. Through From family circle on to friends
Ed's None. Mrs. Wills, we miss man can tell the difference in our '
Its contagion multipliesCowry: C. M. Graham, Murray; S.
the courtesy of the Fiscal Court.'a modern rest room for
you. Hope you are happy and roads .and I feel like I have already
A peace of mind envelops those
W. Douthitt, Mayfield; D. R. O'Dell,
women was built. Through solicitation and and rummage
• wonchouh ties. •
well
: It is nice of you to tell us got my money's worth. We will
HEART THOUGHTS BY
Blest by such
Sharer; James H. Phillips, princiHART
sales, the Homemakers Clubs collected sufficient fundshave to hand it to C. E. Erwin for
,
you enjoy the Ledger di Times.
pal, Central High' School; H. R.
pushing the job through.
for a full time matron for the rest rooms in the , court-- So from a loving mother:* breast
•
L. H.
Jones, principal. Cuba; McCoy TarSherman
Mr.
sold
saw
his
mill
.house.
•
Comes „influence to earth's ends
The absence of mothers and fath- pose. Being a mother, I would ry, Brewers; Alton Ross, Brewers;
after running one for over 45
era at the ceremony Sunday after- like to observe
W. W. ChumbLer, Crofton; James
These women canned 724.240 quarts of vegetables. And with this spread of peaceful
the day as one set
years. The Galloway boy bought
noon when the Girl Scouts were
0. Waddell, Lacy; H. Barton. South
fruits, and meats that has an estimated value of $35,392.1
aside for Mother's to rededicate
It and will move the rig. We hate
.Pin
eaind thr gh '
it
awarded the $3,346.20 cheek by
IChristian; T. W. Stewart, Sinkinee
More than 22,000 bu
of fruits and vegetables were
their lives to the cause of motherto give it up.
We were very the Murray Woman's
f`X.sbtl
tea
"'
u
Club was
Fork; Willard Bagwell, Heath; Berstored by various means. These clubs aided in helping!
hood
handy
and
to
get
the
lumber
sawed.
.•
things
that
are
in trand Holley, Hickman; H.
By Mrs. A. L. Bazzell
noticable. The money was given
F. Hurtheir
reach
Morton
Harry
.
bought
the
Jim
.
others to save foods by giving canning demonstrations.
.
I
would
like to ley, Calvert City;
I Was overjoyed to see he proby the people of Murray and with
Holland Rose,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Holmes and Pickard farnt
fairly
judge
my
past 12 years of
which a troop cabin will be built
They gave
v a sho w in Murray last season and diS plav- grees that Murra y is making as I daughter Mrs. Hugh Harris
Benton; Dentis McDaniel, Chnton;
'and
motherhood, scoring my failure
Stanley Abberts has his corn
in the City Park.
Thomas N. McCoy, Hickman; Ed
ed the work they had done on reclaiming old furniture. visited there recently Homes are sons. and' Mrs. Henry
Warren etop
and
success in--my attempts at
seemed and also has 20,
• • •
a
Filbeck, Murray; W. B. Moser, MurThey have contributed to the morale of the family life by ppearing comparatively as fast as ha-ere Sunday afternoon callers Of acres rented to Marvin Parks and
training, and loving my child . . .
the ripples. that occur after a pebWomen
the
from
club
were
there
ray; M. S. Greer. Reidland: Miles
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Bazzell:
the best way to arrange furniture, and the part
That
'is
Butterworth.
.a
.
Luther
day
that
I
would
eke
ble hes been thrown into a brook ,
to decorate for the occasion, to
tee
take new inspiration, to make Meredith, Paducah.
'that color plays in the homes.
Uncle Bud Jones is keeping his
ranee, . at in
um
•
is
no
--numerous and ever out-reaching
prepare
refreshments
for
the hew
Homer Lassiter, Benton; Mrs.
plans, and recheck the bluegarden
shape.
good
in
He
his
sa
sold
wells
These women have found time to include reading in Ketp up the good work!
Scouts and visitors, to appear on
Dorothy Rowlett, Murray Training;
Mr. and Mrs. Alvis Jones and store last winter after 38 years in the program . . . Only a few pa- print of the possibilities that are
Very sincerely hours.
their schedule and have reported 2.648 books and 5.396
Miss Bethel Fite, Murray; Dr. A.
zrancLeon. Tummy Workman, visit- business. After he sold out for a rents were there . . about two ours to work with the children
*Josephine Welters
magazines and 1.132 books in the Bible. The fact that
Ed's Note: That is a lovely letter, eel relatives in Paducah Sunday. few days he couldn't keep from dozen to tit approximatelh cor- . . not because they are ours and M. Wolfson, Murray; B. M. Taylor,
these some find-time to read in their busy lives is most'
D. T.., Davis Co.: J. H. Harvey,
Josephine, and a beautiful poem
Mrs. Perry Lamb and son spent starting down to the store to open rect . . . The women who were must assume that responsibility,
commendable. So long as one reads and learns, there is
but for the joy of loving and mak- Greenville: W. C. Oakley, Greenyou will notice that your letter one day -the past week with Mrs. up
present, representing committee
ing a contribution to their happi- ville: L. B. Piercy, Eddyville; Ellis
Alvin Farris has sec acres of tono end to the good one may expect from that individual,
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DIRECTORY AND BUSINESS DIGEST

•

•
I ARNSWORTII—NORGE—MOTOROLA

•

••••-«•................a......-•••••••41
•HEADQUARTERS FOR
I Standard Parts for All Carat

ALL ELECTRICAL
APPLIANCES

Murray Auto Parts
W. F. Miller

B. L. Ray

Telephone 16

•

t/01/051/MENT
f
4TSIVACierni

REPAIRED BY

y.,

.PHONE 349

505 MAIN ST

F ARNSWORTH—NORGE—MOTOROLA ,

If you are interested in buying or selling any
kind of real estate
SEE

THE MURRAY LAND COMPANY
WE SELL REAL ESTATE EXCLUSIVELY

W. C. Hays, Phone 547-J
Leon Hale, Phone 442-J

*so"'
Downy/lake

lionuTs
Gist* the family something to grow on, glow
an, between meals. DOWNYFLAKE Donuts
are rich in honest-to-goodness nourishmeof
'—toste lik• dream donuts, too. The DOWNY.
FLAKE machine woke,'am fight before rm.

Shoppe
at the Blue Aird Cafe
Phone 40-J

— For

For Suffering
Humanity

Automobile, Casualty, Fire Insurance
and Bonding

Relieves the Agony of

Rheumatism
ARTHRITIS, LUMBAGO,
NEURITIS, SCIATICA

John F. Class

BY

VARa
1110 W. Mai

ONLY SEATING CAPACITY SOLD
Make Reservations Early At
WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES
Phone 456

Murray, Ky.

RECAPPING and
VULCANIZING

•
IDRUCe CO,

ONE DAY SERVICE
Tube Repair large injuries
• Grade 1 Tires
• Used Tires
• First Line Tubes

Prescriptions A
Specialty

SEED
COMPANY
—Buyers and Sellers—
ALL KINDS OF
QUALITY FIELD SEEDS
•
We Are Headquarters
for Seed Cleaning
•
NEW LOCATION
Across Street From Murray
Stockyards
Telephone 665

PARKER

a

Building Blocks
CONCRETE
and
CINDER

HALE SERVICE
STATION
East Highway

Any quantity. We
Deliver

If It's ...
uilding
Repair Work
Cabinets

MURRAY LUMBER CO.
Phone 262
Authorised Representative of
orp.
Ohio Valley "termini\

• •

Painting and
Decorating

1,

BOONE'S
[SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

Call

Save 10 to 20%

C. M. CATHEY

On Cash and Carry on
both Laundry and
Cleaning

I
.

441
PLUMBING

Furches Jewelry
Watches
Diamonds
Gifts

SUPPLIES
•
BUILDING & FARM
HARDWARE

•

A.B.
Beale & Son
-

SUPERIOR

EXPERT WATCH and
CLOCK REPAIR

LAUNDRY and
CLEANERS
•
Phone 44

East Side Square

WE DELIVER

Murray, KY..
1.

0

The Ledger & Times

'1

"Kentucky's Leading Weekly Newspaper"

Mill Work Shop and Planing Mill
EQUIPPED WITH RESAW
Offers Hardwood Flooring made. Shiplap S43S3S; all types lumber sized and edged; all ,types
of ripping; at reasonable rates.
LET US SERVE YOU

POLLY'S PLANING MILL

Dr. and Mrs: Charles Hire. 215
East Eighth strttet. Bloomington.
Ind.. announce the engagement of
their daughter. Helen 'Margaret.
to Herbert Neal Drennon. son of
Dr. and Mrs. Herbert Drennon.
State College. Miss.
Miss Hire is a graduate in the
School of Music It Indiana University. Mr. .Drennon. recentfy
dilleharged fl'orn The Army after
serving two years in the Pacific
area, is a member of the faculty 'al
Mississippi State College.
The • marriage rites .will
II'
. place on June 13 at-the First M.'
' ()dist church of Bloomington.

THE GARDEN
TOHATORS
By John S. Gardner. Kentucky
College of Agriculture and Home
Econorstits.
Because of their ease of growing and beeaule they make so
large a return for the space they
occupy. tomatoes are among the
A
vegetables.
profit.lble
most
dozen well-kept plantescan produce
2'z bushel; of- fruit, or more than
40 quarts when canned. As fresh
tuniatiief, that amount, 150 pounds,
. earn a garde-net handsome
ges.
If there is not etiougb• room, for
full garden, perhaps space can
be found for tomatoes. There is'
i still time. Setting date for Lexingtdn's latitude is May 5 to 10.

ATTENTION

•

Dodge Plymouth
Owners
LET US HAVE YOUR REPAIR
WORRIES

Located In Calloway County Soil Improvement Association Warehouse, East Main,
beyond railroad

•

TELEPHONE 560

TAYLOR MOTOR COMPANY

DR. J. M. CONVERSE

DODGE and PLYMOUTH
SALES and SERVICE

We'd Like To Be
YOUR GROCERMAN

Hughes Paint and
Wallpaper Co.

Groceries
Fresh Fruits
Vegetables
Meats
Hatchett's Grocery

South Side
Square
•

Call 383

Juniors of the Murry Woodmen
Circle met in regular session April 0s.
27 in - the home of Mrs. Jesrie
Mrs. Myatle Futrell,
Houston.
junior counselnr, lent her valuable
assistance to the occasion. Miss
Frances Gene Hortin presided, assisted by Supervisor Jessie At- I
kins. Several officers had their
parts memorized. They will appear at the - June Adult session I
June 13. this month being Junior '
month for the Woodmen Circle.
The report on the April meeting
theater
the 'enjoyable
stressed
party and refreshments to which
Mrs. Futrell had het'n hostess.
The next meeting will be May
25 at 2:30 p.m.
irdirs11 _to _the _Cullegiale .inu
where iced -refrushmepts Were enjoyed.
•••

South 13th Street

Aubrey Polly, Owner

DR. J. M. CONVERSE
Graduate Veterinarian

JUNIORS OF WOODMEN
CIRCLE MEET

MISS .HIRE TO BE WEDDED
TO HERBERT.N. DRENNON

You Need

367-J
201 North 12th St.

Eat. 1897

MIORAY. KY.
Phone 101
North Third St.

—or—

ASK FOR FREE INSPECTION

I

ROSS FEED CO.

PHONE 7— MURRAY, KY

WE HAVE IT — WE WILL GET IT
— OR IT CAN'T BE HAD

garet Ruth Crider.. Janice Rice
and Master Jerry Graham; Charles
and Phil Collie,* Bennie Herndon, Jackie Rose, and Gela Rose
Wilson. Grace and Jo Williams.
Mrss Hugo Wilson. Mrs. Leon Collie; Mrs. Torn Coder. Mrsa.Wilburn
Herndon. Mrs. 'Bennie Spann, Mrs
eGorge Rose, Mts. Ryan Graham.
Mrs. Grayson McClure, and Mrs.
L. D. Wilson.
Those sending *gifts were Nancy
McCuiston, Pearl Graham. Robert
Spann and H. W. Wilson.

5ERVIC=.5_11\10E 1886

RONALD W CHURCHILL, OWNER

-ewtiie:-.Decwww-w4i•ww---sswe.

FRANCES BRADLEY

BROOKS BUS LINE

,
•

WAR% Drug

Little Miss Gels Rose Wilson
was honored with a birthday party
May 4 at the home of her parents.
Rev. and Mrs. L. D. Wilson, celebrating her fifth birthday.
The honoree received many nice
gifts after which dainty refreshments were served_ to the following:
Misses Rosetta and 'Geraldine
Wilson. Sandra McClure. Mary
and Martha Billington, Joan and
Joyce Spann, Jeanette Herndon.

BATHS

TRAVEL TO DETROIT

Miss Rachel Rowland, home
demonstration agent, will leave
Saturday, May 11, to attend a recworkshop sponsored
reation
by

Hiram College, which is located
near Cleveland, Ohio.
The week long- workshop will
include training in crafts, folk
music, party planning, art and folk
games by nationally known leaders. in these fields. Miss Rowland
is one of the six from this state
MRS. H. I. SLI4DD, Editor
To keep this garden in good or- whA will attend.
der, the plants should be staked.
Telephone 247
Stakes should be about P2 inches
square and 5 feet long, 12 inches
in the ground. Pruning of plants
DELTA MU CHAPTER
should be done to three stems,
HAS HIGH RATING
keeping the main ibhoot and the
The Delta Mu Chapter of the dirst two that start at the base of
Lambda
Woodmen Circle Tau Phi
the plant, but removing all others
National sorority, which is an aux- as they form. When the_growth
iliary of Murray Grove No. 126, reaches the top of the stakes, the
passed the annual inspection with plants should be beheaded, having
a rating of 05li and 46 plus points. set about 20 clusters of fruit.
are readily availThis chapter motored to Cadiz
Ties of soft twine. or strips of
able now for farm
last week to initiate a group of rag should be made under every
building jobs that will
15 yliting women as the Iota Tau fruit clustcr.
Chapter of Cadiz. Those officiatsave time and lighten
Tomatoes are not all that may
ing werc Miss Oneida Ahart, Miss
work. See us for free estiVae Hart, Mrs. Frances come from this garden; about AugAnn
mate on essential farm
of
garden
sowed
fall
a
be
1,
may
Churchill. Mrs. Martha McDaniel,
construction or repairs.
Miss Birdie Colson, Miss Laura a half ounce of Siberians kale. or
Lou Rogers, Mrs. Clyde Crider. Seven Top.
Good tomatoes in the order of
Miss June Williams, and Miss
earliness, but all suitable for this
Laura Lynne Radford.
The Delta Mu Chapter will go purpose, are: Break 0' Day, ValiSecond and Elm
to Paducah May 13 to join the Iota ant, Stokesdale, Margloble and
Phone 585
Chapter in preparation for the Rutgers
Woodmen Circle State convention
May 23, 24. 25, of which they are
to be a_ part. All will travel to
Louisville in chartered busses..
• • •
LITTLE MISS GELA ROSE
WILSON HONORED ON
FIFTH BIRTHDAY

MINERAL FUME

Also ALL KINDS OF REAL ESTATE
Offices Over Dale & Stubblefield Drug Store
, PHONE 601

Miss Rowland to Attend
Recreation Meet

Owen Concrete
Works

crider's Donut

'SEE
The MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY

A fence-row, but not a hedb?.-,
"
make a good location.
Twelve
plants set 3 feet apart need a space
40 by 3 feet. Over this broadcast
evenly 5 potinds of any good complete lertilizer, spade it under and
cut it in. Finish with a rake,
beating up any clods.
•
Stretch a line down the middle,
along which make holes for the
plants. Ii, each set a plant, then
pciur in'a half-pint of water when
It has settled, fill in the soil, firming lightly. The plants should
stand an inch deeper than in the
plant bed.

CONCRETE
11 BLOCK
,

'-frese and fuel
SEE THEM MIUM AT... 111
'

•

THEY WILL APPRECIATE
YOUR PATRONAGE

SoCketN2

ELECTRIC SERVICE CO,
The BEST Is Always CHEAPEST

THIS DIRECTORY is pubhailed for your information
through the courtesy of the
firms whose advertisements
appear on this page.

DR. H. B. BAILEY, Jr.
Optometrist
-- at —
H. B. BAILEY JEWELRY STORE

1214 West Wain
Phone 375

Murray Fashion
Shoppe
Ladies
Ready to Wear

•

•

518 West Main Street

DR. WALTER F. BAKER
Chiropractor

•
I'hone 307-W

BANK OF MURRAY BUILDING

Murray Consumers
Coal & Ice Co.

WEST'S
v.*
Ready to'Wear
Dry Goods
Notions
Men's Work Clothes

Telephone 64
We Deliver

DIAMOND TAXI

PHONE 403

Telephone 232

Telephone 780-J

CONSIDER the BENEFITS OFFER ED
By a Reliable Insurance Program

West Side Square

Sce

TAXI
SERVICE

Corsages, Cut Flowers;
Potted Plants and
Funeral Designs

OFFIft
MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY

fLOWER SHOP

• Safe Cars
•• Courteous Treatment

Mutual Benefit Life Insurance Co.

9

• Experienced Drivers
• Prompt Service

C. L. MILLER, Agent

Phone 479

Home Phone 295-M

South 15th St.

........••••••

AS NEAR AS YOUR
TELEPHONE

HOLTON
F-RAZEE MELUGIN
INSURANCE. AGENTS ,
I

The Old Reliable

FIRE

Automobile

138
TAXI

'Telephone 331
Murray,

Casualty
Gatlin Building

Kentucky

"It apes Make a Difference Who

writes

Your Insurance"
,
•••••••••10.4111M..11.14.1=NNIN0001.00
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i FIRS I' ME MOD'S T CHURCH
T. H. Mullins., Jr., Minister
9:45 a m. Sunday School
10:50 a na Morning Worship
5:30 p.m. Youth Choir Rehearsal
6,00•p.m. Methodist Youth fellowship
7:00 pm. Evening Worship
Wednesday, Prayer
7:30 p.m.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Meeting
Robert E. Jarman, Minister
6:30 p.m. College Vespers
Max B. hurt Chairmen Board cf
9:45 a m. Church School, W. B. '
Stewards
Moser, superintendent. Classes E. B. Howton, Superintandent of
for all age groups.
Sunday School
1055 a.m. Morning Worship, ser- Van 13. Valentine, Secretary of
mon by the nnister with speSunday School
cial music each Sunday under Miss Lula Clayton Beale. MY,
the direction' of Merle T. KesHigh School Counselor
ler, minister of music.
Mrs. W. F. Jeffrey, Intermediate
630 pm. C Y.F. Groups under .
MYF Counselor
the direction of Mrs. E. L. Noel. Mrs. Robt. Smith," Junior MYF
Jr student director, and Mrs. .
Counselor
B Austin.
th
:.
730 pm. Evening Worship
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
sermon by the minister.
Braxton B Sawyer, Pastor
-SINKING SPRING BAPTIST.
Miss Pollie Small, Church Sec.
CHURCH
Miss Dorothy Brizendine. Student
M M. Hampton. pastor
Secretary, Phone 75
Dewey Ragsdale, Sunday School
10:00 am. Sunday School. SylvesSuperintendent
ter Paachall, superintendent.
Ronald Churchill. T. U. Director
11 00 am. Preaching Service
Mrs.. Eugene Shipley, WalLI Pres,
600 p.m BTU. L. D. Warren,
.
Morning
director.
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
7.00 pm.Preaching Service
10:45 a.m.
Morning worship
Evraing
6:15 pm.
Training Union
7:30 pm.
Evening worship.
7:30 p m.
Prayer meeting, Wed.

111"--'1/1 1114,1
MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sixth and Maple Streets
Charles C. Lancaster, Minister
Bible School at 9:45 a.m.
Worship with communion
10.50 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.

MIR

B

at

Monday: Devotional service in
basement of library, building at 7
o'clock each Monday evening.
Wednesday: Song practice and
music study at 6:30; prayer meeting at 7:00 with classes for all
ages.

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Samuel C. McKee, Pastor
9'45 a m. Sunday School
10 00 am. Miss Ella Weihihg's
Bible Class for College Students
11:00 am. Worship Service
Sermon by the pastor
4.30 pm. Senior High Fellowship
6:45 p.m. Westminster Fellowship
Wednesday. 8-00 p.m. Mid-Week
Prayer Meeting

WANTED!

f

01
et

25 or

30 men.

Will

pay 65c per

WEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
H. A. West. Pastor
9:30 a.M.-Sunday School Odell
Hawes, superintendent.
1045 a na_ltlorning worship
730 p.m.-!--Evening worship
7:00 p.m.-Group Meetings
Tuesday
2:00 .p.m.-W M S at the Church
- - Wednesday
7:30 pm.-Mid-Week Prayer Service and Bible Study
9:00 p m._Teachers and Officers
Meeting

gt

hour after May 15.

U

bor.

We are planning to double

the capacity of our stave business.

01

FOR SALE:- Wood $2.00 per rick
(cut 14" long) at the mill.

elt
01

ta

WANTED TO BUY: Stave bolts,
cut in the woods or delivered to
the mill. Will pay from $12 to $14
per rick F.O.B. at the mill.
ty

(See us in regards to dimensions
of bolts.)

tit

pp

su
ht

di
al
th

ii
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Services aro- held each Sunday
as follows:
First, third, and fifth Sundays
it 10 o'clock; second and fourth
Sundays at II o'clock.
HAZEL CIRCUIT METHODIST
CHURCH
A. G. Childers. faiitor
—
South Pleasant Grove
Sunday School at 10.00 a.m. Hub
F_rwin. superintendent.
i Mt-Mortal service at 1140 a.m. and
I singing in the afternaon.t
Hazel Church
Sunday School at 10 a na, James
inteedeirt.
Untlei
Wm ship Service at 1100 am..
••cond Suricley. and at 7:00 p m
-econd and fourth Sundays.
Youth Fellowship at 6.90 p.m.
Masons Chapel'
Sunday School at 10.00 a.m., first
.hird and fourth Sundays, and at
2.00 p.m. second Sunday. Willie
Craig. superintendent.
Worship Service at 11:00 a.m..
ateurth Sunday. and at 3:00 pm
ecand Sunday.
CIRCILTT
C. A. Rini, Pastor

NEURRAY

r

First Sunday-Goshen 11 a m.,
Lynn Grove 3 p m.
Second Sunday -Martins Chapel
11 a.m Naw Hope 3 p m.
•
Third Sunday--Lynn Grove 11 aim.
Goshen 3 pm_
Fourth Sundaya-Sulpher Springs
9-45 a ma New Hope 11:00 a.m.;
Martins Chapel 3 p.m_
Fifth Sunday - Sulphet Springs
1+-a m.

to

Si

St. Lee's Catholic, Church
North Twelfth Street

Common la-

Ucf.

th
of
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SYKES
BROTHERS

-COLDWATER-(HIV(II OF
CHRIST
Merritt Youngblood. Minister
Church School f•J0n Lori', Day
et .10:00 urn.
Pateaahing: Second and Four'h
C.110
11.-10 'Ire

.11(

lit

Are You Really One of the Best
Drivers in Your Community!
COOPEOA if sits tie POt 4c1

CHECK YOUR CAR!.

0

i.heie art the mechanical'featterel that uol, be

61Ck
.sner
DRIVING

pew- CAN . . •

0
°k
CIDENTSI

Ir

exarnmed ta the Poltte: Traffie Safety (beck
MINS- Do they need adjustment? How about the hand brake,
MONTS Do any bulbs need replacing? Are headlights properly
rocused and aimed' Are tail and stop lights in good
condition'
rutte -Are they all in safe condition
ls, aaecove wear
WINDSHIELD WIPERS

!he

InterNat•ortal A*of .Ceseft of Peke

1) they_easaat.e-saimartetila? Do blades

need 1,1,
:sC;ni.:'

Pc.,-,*

gpo..0.44

(Nd'• cuts, fabric• breaks,

ay

H

-Does it operate easily and when you ,neert,i(?

••

IPIPEPARID EY THE ACrilftnIATG COL/NCR
IN COOPERATION wont
ittaTic,mAt

Sant! C0I/0405 AND INTIIIPNA'IONAl
C04art (0,

of
joortatiote Of

Are there an* other safety items that need attentinn such as
steering, defects in glass, rear view 'Mirror muffler, etc,(Have
these eheeked regularly )

Main Street Motor Sales
East Main Street

Phone r;9

Murray, Ky.

J. 0. PATTON

,••••••••••-•w•www....~~ ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCI1
Improved
W. B. Cone, Pastor
11 SUNDAY I
Uniform
Sunday School at 10:00, a.m. each
International SCHOOL I Sunday. Allen Wells, superintendent.
Morning Worship at 11:00 am
each Sunday.
Training Union at 600 p.m. each
Sunday. Alfred Williams, director.
Evening Wora)ip at 7:00 p.m.
each Sunday.
W. M.U. meets every second and
fourth Wednesday at 2:00 p m.
R A.'s, G.A.'s, and Sunbeams meet
on second and fourth Wednesday
nights.

LESSON
fly HAROLD 1,L yhLft ST. DD.
icae
',844.niuiUof
c
Helersaby Westert Newspaper Union.

Lesson for May 12
*Lesson subjects and Scripture texts es
lected and copyrighted by Internatlona
Council of Religioas Education; used bi
pertnISSIOn,

LEARNING TO LIVE TOGETHEI
LESSON TEXT—Matthew 12:15-17; 21
in, Mark 10.35.45.
GOLDEN TEXT—By this shall al

SUGAR CREEK CHURCH
Boron Richerson, Pastor

men know that ye are my disciples. II

'ye have love one to another.—John 13:35

Preaching every Sunday morning at 11:00 o'clock and on Sundtscoveree
One world! Men have
day night at 7:30 o'clock.
in recent years that we do live is
Robert Owen is superintendent
lean
t
• ld
d that •
nf Sunday School held every Sun.
how to get along with one another 1o'clock.
or we may find that we have do day at 10:00
B.T.U. every aunciay nignt at
stroyed civilization and one another.
God has always taught in his Worti 630, Clifton McNeely director, and
that all men are of one origin. and Preaching following B.T.U.
Prayer meeting every Wednesday
that despite their differences, the)
are to live in' unity and peace. Thai night at 700 o'clock.
W.M.S. meets on Thursday at
would have been blessedly true 0
men had obeyed God and his law, 1:30 p.m. after the first and third
Sin brought division and confusion Sunday each month.
Now in our day, when we should
be far on the way to the attain.
ALMO CIRCUIT
reent of God's purpose, we find meg
L. R. Putnam, Pastor
more inclined than ever to be sus
picious of one another, grasping
First Sunday-Tempie Hill. Sunin their desires and purposes, and
day School 10:00 o'clock each Sunevil in many of their ways.
We have not yet learned to live day; church services 11.00 and Intogether as nations. Let us set our- dependence 2:45.
selves to the task of living together,
Second Sunday-Russells Chapel.
I. A Method for Dealing with DM Sunday School 2:30 p.m. each Sunferences (Matt. 18:15-17).
day; church services, 11:00 a m.
This is the God-prescribed meth.
Third Sunday -Brooks Chapel.
od for dealing with personal Prot> Sunday School 10:15 each Sunday;
lems in the Christian church. Thal church services 11 a.m.
body in which love should reign is
Fourth Sunday - Temple Hill.
often rent by jealousies and personChurch services 11:00 am. Bethel
run
permitted
to
If
al resentments.
-Sunda)/School 11:00 each SunOn unchecked, they create division
and even strife before the world, eday, and church services 2:45 p.m.

with all the disgrace it brings on
the cause of Christ.
Such matters are to be dealt with
promptly. The aggrieved one is
not to wait for the sinner to make
the approach, but ts to go to him
and place before him the evidence
of his guilt. Done in kindness and
with tact, this is frequently all
that needs to be done. A man may
thus win his brother, with no further ado or fuss in the church.
If he proves stubborn, the next
step is to bring some brethren along
and talk it over again. This evidence of their concern may break
the stubbornness, or their prayers
may win him. And I/ it does not
work, the things said and done will
have been witnessed by brethren
who can faithfully report them to
the church.
The final step is to bring the erring brother before the church. Now
he may see the seriousness of his
offense and repent. If not, there is
ere plain .duty: he Is to be'put outside of the fellowship of the church.
Does that mean that he is abandoned and fdrgotten? Certainly not.
He is to be "as a heathen man
and a publican." Does the churoh
have any interest in such individuals? Indeed it does, for the primary business of the church is to
win both heathen and publican to
fellowship with Christ.
11. A Measure for Determining
Forgiveness (Matt. 18:21, 22i.
Peter's question was a practical
one. He supposed the case of one
who sinned repeatedly against one
who had shown a forgiving spirit
Most of us need not suppose such
cases; We have them before us.
We 'forgive and are ready to let
it all be forgotten, wheff- lo, the offender turns up with an' even
greater wrong, indignity or sin!
Then there is weeping and apparent repentance, followed almost at
once by another offense.
How long is this business to go
on? „The Jews said, "three times,
then let judgment fall." Peter,
being a follower of Christ, went
muchafarther. He would forgive seven times. Well, that's a lot of forgiveness; let us recognize that. Most
ed us haven't even gone as far as
the Jews. and Peter is 'way ahead
of us.
But it is not enough! Forgiveness
which has any limit set on it is not
forgiveness at all The very genius
of forgiveness demands that we do
not stand there with a measuring
line or an account book. It must be
from the heait, without limit and
without restraint.
III. A Means for Attaining Greatness (Mark 10735-451. -To want to be truly great for God
is certainly not a sin. In a world
wtiich was rejecting Christ and getting ready to crucify him, thas mothea wanted her two boys to have a
place of honer in the service of
Christ. „So far, so good; buj then
eagle the thing which spoiled it all
eV
-selfishness.
To seek honor for oneself, or for
those one loves in order that the
ego nlight be inflated and self given
a chance to show off, that is
definitely unchristian.
If then it is right to seek proper
greatness, haw may It be done?
Verses 43-45 tell us. It is by way of
sacrificial service, the denial of self.
Thrs world and its kingdoms say
that the one who serves is inferior
to the one who is served. In the
kingdom of Jesus It is the one who
serves who is greatest
I
Where will such a path lead? For
Christ it led to the cross, and beyea! IF the victory'of resurrection
day. It male mean death for us, for
a real willingness to serve connotes
's Willingness to give all, even lite
twelf, for his glory.

HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
H. F. Paschall, Pastor

Second Sunday. 10:00 a.m. Sunday School, Jas. H. Foster, Superintendent. Preaching at 11.00 am.
and Saturday before at 2:00 pm.
Fourth Sunday, Sunday School
at 10:00 a.m. Preaching at 11:00
HARDIN CIRCUIT
Henty Smith, Pastor
First Sunday:
Palestine. 11:00
am.: Hardin. 7 p.m.
Second Sunday. Olivea_11.:(10 am.
Third Sunday. at Hardin 11:00
.s m; Palestine, 3 pm.
Fourth Sunday: Dexter, 10:00
am. and Union Ridge, 11 . 15 am. •
Everyone is invited.

WHEN- YOU
GET YOUR

READ THE CLASSIFIEDS!

_

•

•

GIRL SCOUT
NEWS

Ne

NE

F.:is

BETHEL BAPTIST CHURCH
J. H. Thurman, Pastor
First Sunday ,2:00 p.m. Sunday
School, Paul Newton, Superintendent. Preaching at 3:00 p.m.
Third Sunday', Sunday School at
10:00 a.m. Preaching at 11:00 a.m.
and 6:30 p.m.
SPRING CREEK BAPTIST
CHURCH
J. H. Thurman, Pastor
First Sunday, 10:00 a m. Sunday
School, Morgan Cunningham, Superintendent. Preaching at 11:00
a.m. and Saturday before at 2:00
p m.

Cedar Lane News
Tobacco plants are about ready
to be set and the farmers can't get
fertilizer to fix their ground. Who
is to blame for this? Not the war!
Mrs. Lucy Diorsworthy of Philadelphia, Penn, spent the weekend with her sister and family.
Mrs. Bertha
Rose and Charles
Rose
Melvin
Farris and daughter,
Gene. were Sunday dinner guests
of Mrs Bertha Rose.
Mr. Tebe Sutter was sick with a
Cold last week.
Mr. HutchenS__and family from
Puryear, Tenn., visited Mr. and
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Plan Encampments for
Woodmen Uniform Bank
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Lt. Col. Edward Howell, All-American football star, former coach at Kansas State Teachers college, Louisiana
State arid Yale universities, and army athletic and military training officer during the war, has joined the
Woodmen Society's staff to direct the activities of Woodcraft's semi-military Uniform Rank.

•

Five District Encampments, offering Uniform Rank members a week of healthful out-of-doors recreation, are being
planned to be held this summer.

•
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Woodmen rePrefentatit't. Lei him

give you the facts about Woodmen insurance
protection and fraternal benefits.

WOODMEN
WORLD
Insurance
Society
Life
OMAHA, NEBRASKA
OUR

ASSETS EXCEED 5153,000 0 0 0

T C Collie, District Representative, Murray, Ky.
Arthur Hargis, Pottertown. Ky. Fred Paschall, Lynn Grove, Ky.
W. C Falwell, Brandon, Ky.
L R. Sanders, Kirkasey, Ky.
W. C. Robinson. Dexter, Ky.
--Deceit Turnbow, Pfaael, KY.
Glin Jeffrey, College Station,
H E. Wilson, Newburg, Ky.
Murray, Ky.
Guy Boggess, Hardin, Ky.

•

•

AUTHORITY ON DEAFNESS
ACOUSTICON TATE COMPANY
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NATIONAL HOTEL, MURRAY, KY., MAY 10-11
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The Uniform Rank is one of many "Fraternity in Action"
activities of the Woodmen Society that give members the
opportunity to increase their circle of friends and to enjoy
many pleasant social hours. These are "plus" benefits
Woocinaen receive with safe, sound, legal reserve Woodmen life insurance protection furnished thom at cost.

For Special Demonstration
of Revolutionary, New

l 11(1

CLEVE
WILLIAMS
May 10 and 11
9 A. M. Till 8 P. M
•
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to the Hard of Hearing Can:
Prove

Valuable to You

COMBINEDINTO:THEIWORLD'S
TINIEST BATTERY COMBINATION
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Come see it! Try it! A magnificent hearing instrument that brings you the final, happy,
everything you dared hope for! The lightest, smallest, most pow,.
postwar realilatiCidof
case—only 75t ounces with batteries—as easy to carry as a
erful instrument:Iall-in-one
Cast! S"beautiful in its genuine*pigskin leath;r7OU"will thrill with pride to
•
Wear it,,L
About the Famous 11-POINT
ACOUSTICON' HEARINCi SYSTEM

Learn

Stokes- Billington
Motor Company
Fast Main Street

Phone 170

Get FREE _"H•Oring Lens" Test
Aconnicon "Hearing Lenses" ate based on revolutionary theory that ears, like eyes, need different
lenses for each of the Tiny different kinds of hearing
deficiencies. That's why the "Hearing Lens" required
by your deficiency will bring you relaxed, pleasant
hearing,
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JOINN WATSON

Sunday School 10:00 a.m. each
Sunday. Sunday School Superintendent, Paul Dailey.
Morning Worship at 11 a.m, on
second and fourth Sundays each
month.
Evening Service at 7:45 on second and fourth Sundays.
Training Unions each Sunday at
6:30 pm. Layman White, director.
W.M.U., (LA., R.A. meets on
Wednesday following second and
fourth Sundays.

Troop No. 11
Troop No. II met in the basement of the Methodist Church. We
had a visitor, Mrs. Vaughn.
KIRKSEY CIRCUIT
A program was planned for Sun11. P. Blankenship, Pastor
day, May 5, 1946, at the Woman's
First Sunday-Kirksey 11 a.m.; Club at 3 o'clock.
Those Oresent were Sara Ruth
Cole's Camp Ground 3 p.m.;
Calhoon, Mary 'Alice Hopkins,
Hebron 7:30 p.m.
Second Sunday-Coldwater 11 Racheal Blalock, Gloria Moss, Magdalene Evans, Anne Rhodes, Mary
a.m.; Mt. Carmel 7:30 p.m.
Third' Sunday-Mt. Hebron 11 Wolfson, Patricia Futrell, Betty
m.; Kirksey 7:80 p.m.
5
.
Fourth Sunday-Mt. Carmel 11
a.m.; Cole's Camp Ground 3 p.m..'
Coldwater 7:30 p.m.
There is Church School at each
of these churches at 10 a.m. every
Sunday. Your attendance is appreciated.

OAK GROVE BAPTIST
CHURCH
J. H. Thurman, Pastor

aieM

- -Williams, Patsy Rowland, Imogene.
Our school will close Friday and Marine, Joan Love, Betty Nix, Ann'
the children will all be taking Curry, Sarah Evans, Nancy Salmons, Wanda Sue Diuguid, Norma
their vacation.
Atkins, Mrs. Kelly.
The nice showers we are having
Norma Atkins, Troop Scribe
are making the gardens look good
and vegetables will soon be plentiful.

'Mrs. Porter Clayton Sunday.
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